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Germany's Next Blow Invasion
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
HERE have been growing signs during the past few
weeks that the German General Staff seriously
intends to make an attempt to invade this country.
From the British point of view, no enterprise could well
appear more hopeless ; even the desperate effort to reach
Paris through Verdun was a promising venture compared
with this. Yet such a venture is theoretically possible,
and it is better to look the prospect of it in the face in
advance, rather than to be overwhelmed with surprise
when, if ever, it comes to pass.
The Germans have for some weeks been pursuing a
systematic policy of attempting minelaying from Flushing
to Harwich. In addition to their mines, they are endeavouring to drive all neutral shipping away from this zone.
In order to accomplish this they are torpedoing neutral
ships with the utmost recklessness. They torpedoed two
big Dutch liners without warning, and things must have
reached a very extreme point when they thus deliberately
affront Holland.

T

Is it the Last Throw?
A systematic sea campaign of such a kind is not carried
on without some definite purpose behind it. Were the
Germans able, by laying a line of mines along this part of
the North Sea, to make a barrier across the Channel, they
would obviously prevent us from bringing up our • fleets
from the south to meet any outward movement. Their
plan probably further includes the laying "of a second line
of minefields from outside Yarmouth to the north-east, in
the hope of keeping a comparatively clear space in the
North Sea through which their Fleet and transports could
advance on our coasts. Such a plan, daring and dangerous
as it is, may yet well be the last desperate throw of, a nation
which sees itself losing, and knows that it must attempt
by any means to wrest triumph from defeat.

The plan of advance would almost certainly include the
violation of the neutrality of Holland, at any rate in so
far as in securing a passage of transports through the
neutral Dutch waters from _Antwerp. The evident willingness of the Germans to violate Dutch neutrality is forecasted
in the reckless torpedoing of the two liners.
Foredoomed to Failure
I do not say that this is the German plan of campaign,
but I do say that every bit of information which has come
through from the North Sea during the past month
indicates some such purpose.
The plan is foredoomed to failure. The most the
Germans can hope to accompliSh is to land a few thousand
men on the Norfolk or Essex coast. These men could do
a certain amount of local damage, but it is exceedingly
unlikely that even a few thousand could reach here save
by some trick of war, such as by transports slipping through
during a fo., while the German Fleet engaged our vessels
in another bdirection. But the advancing armada would
have to face almost incredible perils. Little is said nowadays about the work of our Navy, because the authorities
desire that little shall be said. But it.is well to remember
that we have without question the finest naval gunners
in the world. The guns of our monitors along the Belgian
coast can land their shots at a range of twelve miles within,
at the outside, twenty yards of their target. When it is
remembered that they do not even see their targets, but
that their positions are reported by aircraft, the meaning
of such gunnery can perhaps better be understood.
In fight after fight during the past few weeks the capacity
of even the greatest of the German submarines has been
tested and met. Any transports that escaped the guns of
the battleships would have to face the torpedo-tubes of the
submarines ; those that slipped past the submarines would
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Map indicating Solium,

es ern Egypt, the area of recent fighting with the Senussi in the Pretectorate, and showing the
various centres of defence along the Suez Canal.
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Bedouin Hostility Broken Down by British

From the Antipodes to the Land of Old Nile. Australian troops on parade at their training camp near Cairo.

British and Australian officers holding a consultation In the desert of Western Egypt,where the force under Major-General Peyton
has now driven the Arab raiders who had crossed the frontier from Tripoli into Egyptian territory from Sollum.

Camels arriving at the western frontier to take part in the
operations. The occupation of Sollum by Major-General
Peyton's force, on March 14th, 1916, means in effect that
Egypt is now cleared of the border raiders. Camel corps.

cavalry, and armed motor-cars are pursuing the defeatel
marauders. Some of Sayed Ahmed's Bedouin chiefs have
surrendered, and starving Bedouins, with their families, are
flocking into the British lines for food and shelter.

The W ar Illustrated, 1st April, 1916.
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GERMANY'S NEXT BLOW ("";711,47"'
have to face the mines off the coast ; those. that escaped
the mines would have to face—what ? Does any one
imagine that we rely wholly for the defence of our East
Coast on the Navy ?
Some years ago Mr. Richard Harding Davis wrote a very
vivid story of an imaginary invasion of England. He told
hoW at the first sign of the Germans every road was filled,
every railway was crowded with the British forces concentrating from every part on that one point. Fiction may
again forecast fact. It would be very surprising if it were
not possible for us to-day to concentrate sufficient fully
trained men on not only one point, but two points, or three
points, to meet any attempted German landing. I very
much doubt if the troops of the would-be invading"
army would ever reach here
at all, except as prisoners. I
am quite certain that if they
did they would not get far.
" Why talk about such a possibility " someone may ask.
Hundreds of thousands of
people are talking about it.
Surely it is better to discuss
the possibility openly rather
than to allow needless fears to
be fostered by a policy of concealment.
The fact that the Germans
have reached a point where a
forlorn hope against England
is almost necessary for them
is best proof of their declining

The Duke of Westminster (left) with the Duke of Marlborough.
The former nobleman was the hero of an exciting incident in
Western Egypt. When in command of an armoured car squad,
he raided and scattered retreating Bedouins near- Collura,.

Elevated German machine—gun in

action in Flanders against an allied
aerial reconnaissance.

fortune. The developments of
the war continue to be highly
favourable to us and to our
Allies. The German offensive
on the west has not, as I
write, fully exhausted itself.
It seems probable that still
more desperate endeavours will
be made to break the French
line. But time after time the
German armies have beaten
themselves upon Verdun and
the western front in vain.
Their surprise concentration
of heavy artillery on one
point, secured them some initial
advantages, but these advanFlight—Corn. R. J. Bone,
tages were net sufficient to enable
who brought down a
German aeroplane in the
them te accomplish their purChannel on March 19th.
pose. Verdun has given fresh
edge to the enthusiastic confidence of the allied armies.
It has come to the Germans as a shattering of great
hopes:
Throughout the winter months the German armies in
the west have been steadily fed with reports of coming
complete triumph. They were told that German Submarines held the seas, and that German generals had great
schemes that were to finish the war once and for all with a
series of knock-out blows. Nothing impressed me sc
much during my last visit to the front as the evidence from
every German prisoner of their absolute assurance of early
victory.
Misgivings in the Fatherland
Even the most systematic propaganda of false news
cannot maintain this illusion for long. The Germans are
beginning to learn a little of the truth. For the first time
since the beginning of the war the idea has been forced on a
number of the people that they may not win. Up to now
'such an idea has seemed to them absurd, something not
worth even discussing.
This growing disillusionment is reflected in the frantic
effort of the Junkers to raise another loan before the true
story of Verdun leaks out in the Fatherland and tends to
tighten the purse-strings of those who 'still have money to
lend.
One vital necessity at this stage is that the Allies should
take the initiative into their own hands. Up to this time
our policy has been far too much to allow the Germans to
take the lead. The only satisfactory policy in war is a
policy of aggression. Advance costs heavily in men, but
to sit down passively month after month, unless for some
definite purpose, is in the end far more costly. Until we
adopt the German policy of striking first and striking as
hard as we can, our triumphs will be delayed. The old
French motto, " L'audace, 1'audace, et toujours l'audace."
is the real, vital principle of war.
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WoundedHussar Saves Officer

While Private G. Ingle, 4th Hussars, was advancing with his
troop during an attack, he was badly wounded in the head from
shell fire. Seeing his troop leader, Lieut. Radclyffe, severely
wounded and unable to move, he and a non—commissioned

Wheelbarrow

officer procured a wheelbarrow from a farm, and in turn they
wheeled the officer back to headquarters under verrheavy fire
the whole time. On reaching there Ingle collapsed from loss of
blood. He received the D.C.M. for his bravery.

The War Illustratcd, i Apil, 1,315,
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Round About the Allied Base at Salonika

Novel method of transporting slightly wounded soldiers to the dressing—station.

General Mahon photographed outside his
headquarters at Salonika.
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Enormous supply of ammunition at a Fi•ench depot near Salonika. The third photograph on this page shows a British seaplane
about to land in the Bay of Salonika after making an aerial reconnaissance over the enemy's positions.
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Personalities and Pawns in the Verdun Contest

Types of German prisoners captured in the Verdun fighting.
Truly the Prussian infantry is degenerating.

Artillery horse tethered to a post. Its rider and his comrades
were killed in the Verdun assault.

On the outskirts of Verdun. General Joffre himself makes sure that the Prussian forces hurled anainst Verdun are on the decline
in point of physique and fighting power. Together with a number of Staff officers, he is surveying them critically, Above is the
only photograph of the hero of Verdun, General Petain (in fur coat), taken since the war.

The War illustrated, 1st April, 1916.
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Above and Below Ground Near the French Front

A " house " dog cf the trenches. Kennelled near a dug-out in a front-line French trench, this dog acts as an efficient sentry, and,
having been trained to distinguish between friend and foe, gives timely warning of the presence of scouting Roches. The bell in
the centre is rung on the approach of a cloud of poison gas.

French Army debtors. rendering first-aid to wounded in a cave behind same of the French trenches. As Red Cross dressing- ,
stations receive no respect from German gunners, being repeatedly shelled when in the open, these caves afforded welcome shelter
to the brave men who work to save life in the midst of death.

Lovely Settings for the Grim Drama of Verdun

Beautiful effect of the snow on the Vosges woods. It is hard to realise that in this dreamland of silver the Most tremendous battle in
history is being waged—the struggle for Verdun. Only the sombre Chasseurs Alpine in this picture recall the atmosphere of war.

Initial work in the construction of a light railway through a French wood. Many of these beautiful forest districts, which were already
livening under the magic influence of snrinn, especially in the Verdun sector, have now been completely obliterated by bombardment.

The W arIl lustrat ed, Is
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STIRRING SCENES FROM THE ITALIAN, FRONT.--Italian infantry repulsing an
Austrian detachment which attempted a futile advance on our ally's position. Whatever
the Italians have achieved in the Alps, it is certain that the Austrians have been held.

Amazing incident on the Alpine front. Alpini succeed in laSsoing an Austrian mitrailleuse
gunner, bringing him down the mountain side with his weapon, a triumph of skill and
strength, and by no means an unusual occurrence in the Alps,

War Illustrated, 1st April, 1915.
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PLEAWNE,
Hopeful Predictions for Improved
Conditions in the New Age to Come
With this issue our special symposium for the new era comes to an end. This feature, comprising
opinions of leading men on subjects of vital interest to the community when the nations sheathe the
sword again, has attracted considerable attention. The dominant note of most of the contributions
is that the war, terrible as it is, will improve the general condition of classes and individuals, and on
the whole make for a happier state in the affairs of mankind, which—if we are to believe the philosophers
throughout the ages—is the real reason of racial struggles. Such well-known public men as Mr. Oswald
Stoll, Sir William Crookes, Mr. Stephen Paget, Sir Robert Anderson, and Mr. H. B. Irving are
the contributors to our concluding instalment, dealing with public amusements, science, and crime.

PUBLIC AMUSEMENTS, by Oswald Stoll
Mr. OSW ALD STOLL, whose opinion
on the effect of the war on public amusements is given below, is the -well-known
director of Many of our most successful
and up-to-date variety theatres. He was
born in Australia, and coming to London,
soon became famous as a caterer of variety
entertainment. One after another, big places
of entertainment passed under his control,
and to-day he is chairritan and managing
director of the Colis6um Syndicate, Ltd.,
and the London Theatre of Varieties, Ltd.
Mr. Stoll is also an author, and his book
"The Grand Survival : A Theory of
Immortality by Natural Law," attracted
great attention when it was published a few
years ago.
the character of the entertainU PON
ments, the attendances, the demand
and the supply, the effect has been Marked.
And as action and reaction' are equal and
opposite, the effect of public amusements
upon the war has been by no means
negligible. If the patrons of public
amusements had not enlisted, it is to be
feared that but a very small army could
have been created without the aid of
'conscription. In fact, but few of the men
in either blue or khaki are amongst those
to whom public amusements make no
appeal. And the fact that the general
public have observed this has tended to
popularise public amusements among a
very large section of the people who in
normal times thought thcre was a good
deal in this theory or that theory of social
reform, mutual improvement, etc., with
the support of which attendance at public
amusements seemed incompatible. It is
rather felt that what the defender of the
home appears to like cannot be so bad for
the rest of us. However demoralising

we have always considered it to be, it
has apparently left him with a nobility
of soul, a vigour and courage which we
secretly envy, and without which we are
afraid to think what we could have done
in these appalling times. So when he is
home on leave we go with him to his
amusements, and when he is away we go
where he would go if he were here, and we
write to tell him of the things we see that
we know would interest him.
Hence, although there are millions of
men under arms, although millions more
are working early and late in the making
of munitions, although voluntary work in
countless helpful ways is occupying the
time of still more millions, nevertheless
all the lighter forms of entertainment and
the picture theatres are " doing rather
well.
What was considered an excessive
supply of amusements of this type in
normal times does not seem so now. It
is remarkable how keen a demand for
artistes of the lighter type exists. Their
number seems all too few. The serious
type of entertainment, however, is at a
discount. What we used to regard as
serious seems now so flimsy, transparent,
unreal. There is absolutely no audience
for such trivialities. If we are to have
the trivial, say the public, let it be amusing ; we have no patience with trivialities
which are supposed to deal seriously with
lifer We know bitter now. The serious
drama will have its day. But it will be
great, real drama, which will produce its
Shakespeare as did the stirring days of
Drake and the Spanish Armada, when
last the nation held its breath in another
great fight for its life—greater, relatively,
even than that in which it ultimately
worsted Napoleon.

MEDICAL SCIENCE, by Stephen Paget
.11,1r. STEPHEN PAGET, whose opinion
on the effect of the war on medical science
appears below, is a surgeon and the son
of a surgeon bearing one of the most
honoured names in his great profession.
Mr. Paget, is Consultina Attial Surgeon to
the Middlesex Hospital, but is perhaps
better kitotini as the Hon. Secretary of the
Research Defence Society.
know what great things medical
WE science
is doing in the present
war, but we must not take it for granted
that the "war, as it were in return, will
do equally great things for medical
science. It is true that war taught
Ambroise park to discover the use of
the ligature in amputation wounds, and
taught Larrey to invent field-ambulances,
and taught Miss Nightingale to reform
nursing. But discoveries of this kind are
like the discovery of America—they cannot

be repeated. Harvey, Hunter, Claude
Bernard, Virchow, Pasteur, Lister, Hughlings Jackson, Ehrlich—these and other
discoverers learned nothing from war.
Neither the Franco-Prussian War nor
the South African War gave us any new
truths of the first magnitude. War is not
a, sort of happy hunting-ground, where
men of science can be sure of finding and
seizing large facts not to be found anywhere else, as other men go to Africa for
big-game shooting.
Again, we must not imagine that the
amount of discoveries increases in proportion to the number of cases treated.
Medical science is advanced, not by the
urgent necessity of dealing with great
multitudes of sick and wounded, but by
the steady, quiet working together of
the man at the bedside and the man
in the laboratory.
In the present war, thanks to the

magnificent completeness and organisation
of our medical services, this unity of
science and practice has been maintained
at a level such as we hardly dared to
hope for. To read of the work that is
being done on wound infections, on
trench fever," on certain forms of
amceboid infection, and on the many
cases of nephritis—to take only these
four instances—is to feel quite sure that
some discoveries will be made, and that
few discoveries will be missed.
Only, it is not war's business to provide
discoveries in medical science. War's
business is to test and judge things as
they are. It examines all theories and
all methods ; it exposes faults and
fallacies, it suggests improvements, and
it sets the seal of its approval on all
sound thinking and all good work.
The present war, happily, has proved,
past the possibility of doubt, that the
present uses of medical science are valid
and efficient. The detection of typhoidcarriers, the protective treatment against
typhoid fever, the protective treatment
against tetanus—these three instances
come first to mind.

CHEMISTRY
By Sir William Crookes,O.M.
On the big and impo4ant question of
science we are in the fortunate position of
having an opinion froni SIR WILLIAM
CROOHES, 0.31., the President of the
Royal Society. This fact --Willie' would
stamp Sir William as one of the foremost
scientists of our age, but Mere are others
also.
His specialties in the".big fie'ld of
science are Chemistry and eleetricity, and to
him we owe the discoiJery of thalliam. For
over forty years he has been investigating
the properties of radiant matter, and to aid
him "in his work he discovered Vie 'radiometer. He has also given some attention
to -que,stion,s of sewage and sanitation.
'THE problem before us is twofold.
"2We have, firstly, to find„;- out how
best to organise all our present 'forces and
employ the material at our
to win victory. Many iuggestions have
recently been made as tc the h'est way to
mobilise science and invention, so that,
for example, schemes that show soiree
likelihood of having military or naval
value can be put at once to the test.
At the beginning of the war the Royal
Society appointed
' committees for this
purpose. Their scope could be extended
usefully. They include men of naval and
military experience, whose practical skill
and knowledge supplement the theories
of men of science. The second part of
the problem is closely interwoven with
the first, and its importance to the nation
is hardly inferior. If we neglect to alter
our ways, if we continue to disregard the
value of scientific work and are content
[Continued on page 158
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Along the River Way to Kut

traditional glamour and romance of war may be said to have
THEpassed
from highly organised Europe with the introduction of
the big gun, the high explosive, railways, and other inventions of
the workshop and laboratory. Only by going farther afield, to the
changeless East, does a permanent picturesqueness introduce itself
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mpression of the Old World Tigris in the Twentieth Century War

into the chapter of brute and mechanical force. Along the sluggish
Tigris, round about the alleged site of Eden, save for an occasional
aeroplane, a primitive steam vessel, and a few weapons of modem
calibre, the war drags ,on in a dreamy environment, with characteristic
Oriental leisure. With our access from the Persian Gulf to within

a few miles of Kut-el-Amara there is a constant procession
of soldiers and transport along the Tigris. The most familiar and
modern vessels are paddle-steamers, each displacing about five
hundred tons, and towing two lighters. These move slowly up and
down stream, keeping pace with the troops on either bank, each acting

as a parent ship to a brigade. Following in its wake, a number of
romantic-looking mahailas with gracefully-curved prows, upon which
appears some inscription in Arabic, and rigged with large lateen
sails, carry supplies to replenish those of the paddle-steamers.
Palm trees, blue sky, and yellow sand complete the picture.

The War Illustrated, fat April, 1.91.,

WAR AND OUR NATIONAL LIFE fro'nt=eug5)
with ignorance of scientific methods scientific methods to the front. As a
on the part of , the authorities, we shall well-known writer has said of our younger
assuredly suffer total defeat in the in- generation, " We must not let their
dustrial war which must of necessity schooling interfere with their education."
follow upon the 'conflict of arms.
I am, however, glad to note that already
This is a matter in which men of science there are signs on the part of some of our
have a great responsibility to the nation. larger companies and more intelligent
We must not cease to bring to the notice manufacturers of a disposition to remedy
The numerous " Polyof the public the facts of which we are shortcomings.
too fully aware. The attitude of the technics " that spring up in every manuGovernment and the public towards facturing town (some wonderfully well
science has been mistaken. For this equipped and organised) are turning out
formidable error we suffer and, I fear, men with at least an insight into the
must long continue to suffer. - The remedy scientific principles that underlie their
involves many sacrifices and heavy ex- particular spheres of work, and such men
penditure, probably at first without find their services readily accepted. There
apparent return. It is to the new genera- are also within my knowledge many
tion now being educated that we must look instances where manufacturers encourage
for betterment of our position ; and it is their lads to attend these institutions,
for youth we must now make plans. We giving them the necessary time and oppormust make all education more scientific. tunity. But so far this is the isolated
It is admitted we have much to learn action of a few individuals, and needs
from our adversaries ; we must bring both encouragement and organisation.

WILL CRIME DIMINISH? by Sir Robert Anderson, K.C.B.
SIR ROBERT ANDERSON, H.C.B.,
who here gives his opinion on the effect. of
the Great War on crime, is another man whose
words carry Unusual weight. Irish by
birth and education, lie became adviser to
the Home Office on matters relating to
political crime-as far back as 1868, fortyeight years ago, and twenty years later he
was.made head.of the Criminal Investigation
Department at Scotland Yard. Sir Robert
held this onerous position for thirteen years.

to have created such an influence. Hatred
of Germany, though natural and right, is
not a morally elevating sentiment. But
among the masses the war has awakened
a new love of country, and created a sense
of comradeship with other classes of the
community. And this healthy influence
may perhaps have reached even the lawbreakers. But yet it will probably he
found that the state of the crime problem
in after-war days will depend on causes
of a more prosaic kind.
" THE effect of the war on crime ? "
Take, for example, the drink question;
The next issue of the criminal for limits of space veto any notice of other
statistics will probably 'supply proof that important elements. There is high judiits immediate effect is entirely satisfactory. cial authority for saying that among'.the
But when we come to deal with its after causes of crime drink stands first. Most
effects, we pass into a region of pure crimes of violence are thus accounted for,
conjecture. The question is a complex and it is a main cause of that sort of
and difficult one. " Naughty "- children poverty which heads to crimes against
are often made " good " by bringing them property—namely, the - poverty which
under the influence of some -new motive springs from vicious indulgence, as clisor interest, and -- so .is it also with tinguished from poverty due to " the
" naughty " adults.- - And the war seems act of God " (as our old law would express
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it). The question arises then: What will
be the--effect of the sudden repeal of the
restrictive legislation 'which has proved
so beneficial of late ? Will the working
classes have acquired habits of selfrestraint ? Or will the restraint now
temporarily enforced upon them incite
to an orgy of excess ?

THE DRAMA, by H. B. Irving
Genius is rarely hereditary, but the case
of the Irvings is a conspicuous example
to the contrary. Mr. H.B. IRVING, who
gives below an opinion on the effect of the
Great War on the drama, is a son of the
late Sir Henry Irving. After leaving Oxford
he took up the profession of which his father
was the most distinguished living member,
and soon proved that he had inherited no
small share of his gifts. For the past
twenty-five years—since 189 r —Mr. Irving
has been a familiar figure to all theatregoers, and has also acted in the United
States.
effect of the war on the drama has
ONEbeen
to give indubitable proof, if
proof were necessary, that actors are as
ready to fight" for their country as the
members of any other calling or profession.
I doubt whether any profession can show
a higher percentage of members who have
gone to the front. Some months ago,
out of 8,000 actors, 1,5-oo had already
joined the Army. The war has done
away with the twaddle that some envious
and ill-disposed persons have been in the
habit of saying—that the actor was less
of a citizen than anybody else in the
community.
The other effect of the war on the theatre
has been to show its absolute necessity
in times like these as a relaxation, more
especially for soldiers, but also for many
others who are suffering from the strain
- of these times ; so that those in the theatres
who cannot fight can at least feel that
they are a necessary luxury just now. One
thing also clear about the drama is that
people at present do not want plays about
the war. What a good thing that is !
We are, of course, to a certain extent
the servants, of the public, and have to
give them what they want, but, thank God,
they don't want plays about the war I

Though the bugler is not a conspicuous figure in modern warfare, the French Army still boasts these musical units, and
.luring the recent hard fighting round Verdun the inspiriting notes of the bugle have done much to steel our ally at
critical moments. This photograph shows bugler members of a French regiment practising their calls.
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Civilisation's New Ally : Portugal in Arms

Picket of Portuguese infantrymen in the Place de Pedro, Lisbon. Right: A soldier of Portugal in service kit.

Gun practice aboard a Portuguese gun—boat. Left: Type of Portuguese
artilieryman.

inspection of Portuguese sailors. It was in May, 1663, when the marriage between Charles II. of England and Catherine of
Braganza was celebrated, that Great Britain took the place of France as the active ally of Portugal. In February, 1809, a
British officer. Maior—General William Carr Beresford, was given command of the Portuguese Army.
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The Great Push Against German East Africa

British troops on one of the armoured barges which have been found of great service to General Smuts' forces on the numerous
rivers in the area of operations in East Africa. These rivers have somewhat hindered our pursuit of the reti eating Germans.

Native stretcher-bearers and riflemen of the King's African Rifles on the shore of Lake Tanganyika. During the ten minuses'
fight between British and German gunboats on the lake, on December 26th, 1915, all the German officers were killed, and the
enemy's native troops were forced to surrender. Lake Tanganyika divides German East Africa from the Eelgian Congo.
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In the Wake of General Smuts' Offensive

Novel form of locomotion used by British officers on East African railway lines. Two cycles, with tyres removed, are joined by
cross pieces. Right: Officer of the King's African Rifles "nspecting the line. On March 13th General Smuts occupied
Moshi, eighteen miles west of the Kitovo Hills, the scene of the battle of March 11th.

THE fact that Portugal, our oldest ally, is fighting with us against
Germany's well-drilled and armed native army in East Africa brings
to mind the historical aspect of the friendly relations between Great Britain
and Portugal, maintained by the firm adherence to treaty obligations.
The first treaty was signed with great solemnity in 1373 ; the second,
solidifying the alliance, in 1386. It was revised during succeeding years
about five times until, in 1873, Lord Granville stated the modern terms of
the treaty.
It was during the reign of Charles II. that an Article was inserted by
which England and Portugal agreed to join forces in their Colonies. Thus
the origin of the present joint operation in East Africa.
Another interesting fact is that when General Smuts plants the Flag on
Germany's last colony, he will have reclaimed for Britain a possession that
she ought never to have lost. Alter the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-7i,
there was a tacit assumption that Zanzibar and the adjoining coast was
unclaimable by other Powers. Yet German explorers overran the country ;
but when these " peaceful " Teutons penetrated Uganda and inveigled
the king into granting them concessions, the British Government took action.
In 18co Britain and Germany con erred, boundaries were agreed upon, and
one of the little presents to the sulky Kaiser was—Heligoland

On the beach of Lake Tanganyika. Awaiting prisoners from the German armed steamer Kingani. Inset: Sentry of the King's
African Rifles. General Smuts is giving no rest to the enemy, who is retiring rapidly southwards along,the Tanga Railway.
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Humane Interludes in the Field of Deadly Strife

Column of Army horses slightly wounded lined up for medical
treatment outsides veterinary hospital. Inset: Little waif found
straying near a British camp in France, and adopted by our men.

British soldiers assisting Red Cross nurses to c:istribute supplies which have just arrived at a base behind the lines in France.
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Training in the Art of Bomb-Throwing
•

Lighting the fuse of a catapult—grenade. The ancient catapult has been
much used for projecting bombs.

Firing a rifle—grenade at a school for bomb—
throwers in England.

Preliminary to a charge. British soldiers in training make ready to rush a
trench with bayonets and bombs. The illustration above shows a bomb in the
air after it had been released from a catapult.

Practice in the art of grenade—throwing. Two
recruits projecting their deadly missiles.

British soldiers taking cover after having thrown bombs intone enemy treneheS.
A valuable lesson in the art of warfare.

Yhe War illustrated, litApril, 1116.
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Will the German Navy Come Out?
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
S the business of war consists largely
in doing what your enemy dots
not want you to do, and vice
versa, there is no conceivable reason for
altering the opinion that the German Fleet
still not offer battle in the North Sea.
How Will it Act?
Since, however, every neutral report
says it is about to do so, one is bound
to return to the problem. Its activity
ould take one of two forms :
r. It could use only a portion of its
fieet—the fastest ships--in a repetition of
the old dodge of drawing us over a minefield, combined with a new one of drawing
our patrols away while raiders break
through to the Atlantic.
For a part of the way along the North
Sea, under favourable conditions, the
ships could be screened and helped by
Zeppelins, say for four hundred miles.
Take the latitude of Scapa, a stretch of
two hundred and seventy-eight miles, to
Haugesund on the Norwegian coast. On
one side of the triangle from Cuxhaven to
Scapa is five hundred and five miles,
while the other side of the triangle frOm
Cuxhaven to Haugesund is three hundred
and sixty-four miles. The distances are
well within the competence of Zeppelins,
but the meteorological data will be very
imperfect, and the gales much mere
numerous than where Zeppelins have
hitherto worked.
2. The enemy might come out with his
whole available force with the intention
of fighting. It would be possible for the
British Fleet to-attack the Zeppelins with
aircraft, or to delay operations until the
Zeppelins had to return for petrol, so
leaving the Germans without any spotting
craft. The result is not in doubt, and
would be decisive. From that day to the
end of the war a large part of the British
'Navy would be available for service on
shore, with its reserves of ammunition
'and guns. The shipping crisis would be
relieved by the release of colliers in every
direction. We would have such a sea
command as we had in the Crimean War
when the Russians, instead of daring the
issue by attacking the armada bringing
our invading force, sunk their ships to
block harbour entrances. We were thus
freed to denude our ships of one-third of
their -crews and= one halt of their ammunition for shore services.
Value of German Fleet
The inactive German Fleet is undoubtedly a great safeguard against an
invasion in force on the coast ofFlanders,
Schleswig, or a landing by agreement in
either of the neutral countries of Holland
and Denmark. What object, then, has
the German Fleet to fight in face of
certain defeat ? It is quite conceivable
that Von Tirpitz did suggest sending the
Fleet out.
If so, it was a shrewd stroke for popularity, as well as an excuse for resignation,
for he must have known that the answer
I referred above tb the
would be "
.defence afforded by the inferior German
[Fleet against landings, in order to le,ad
up to this conchision that it is certain that
the Superior General Staff are not going
to part with a weapon which enables
them to economise on the troops they
have to provide in Schleswig, and also
against the neutral territory of the
Netherlands. This argument is the
Practical one of making the best use of

the weapons at disposal, and has nothing
whatever to do with an academic discussion as to whether the money spent
on the Navy might not have been far
better utilised in the shore preparations
of increasing the striking power of the
mobile Arms-.
It is the mobile Army and not the
Navy that - keeps Belgium, Poland, and
Serbia in. subjection, Turkey and Bulgaria, and even Austria-Hungary in
tutelage, and Denmark and Holland in
such a state of terror as to amount to
suzerainty: The moment the threat of
that mobile Army is removed, the wavering or neutral Power recovers its feet with
facility, as witness the case of Greece.
No sensible man can doubt that the
preponderence of armies is slowly- passing
to the Allies, and it therefore becomes

Rear—Admiral Eduard Capelle, who
succeeded Von Tirpitz as Secretary for
the German Ministry of Marine. •

increasingly necessary to our enemies to
hold the German Fleet So that it can
prevent any relief by the British Army
of the pressure exercised by Gerniany on
Holland and Denmark, which are the two
countries terrorised into breaking down
our blockade. It is possible that Holland
could, by great sacrifices—and she has
already made some in an Army mobilised
all through this war—hold the Germans
at bay until we could get reinforcements
across in spite of the German Fleet.
In the case of Denmark, however, it is
very doubtful if they could hold the
forty-mile stretch of the peninsula of
Jutland without such a rapid landing of
our troops on a large scale as would
involve more risk -than the Admiralty
would care to run. The thing could
certainly be done if only the Danish Army
were capable of acting as a containing
force, and had been kept ready in the

way that the Swiss and Dutch Armies
ha ye been.
Why They Hith.
If, however, the German Fleet came
out and offered battle, such a fight under
modern_ conditions would mean annihilation. A battle in which both sides seek
action would be a very different affair
from the one on the Dogger Bank, when
the German battle-cruisers fled for safety
the moment they sighted Beatty's
squadron. It would mean absolute
security for any army corps we might
choose to send to Holland or Denmaik,
assuming that these countries are willing
to receive them. D undonald's. maxis.
applies, viz.: " There is no security
equal to that which may be obtained 1 y
putting it out of- the power r)f an enemy
to execute hostile- intentions." For the
Germans to find our Fleet hampered 1.y
the necessity of safeguarding a great
armada on .the broad stretcheS r.of' Ville
North Sea, close to their own offs-'altaieS
and Zeppelin sheds, without any impenetrable barrier such rs fhe Strait of
Dover can be made, would be the ideal
conditions for them to fight. To commit
suicide by offering battle in the -north,
when- our Grand Fleet is iiiway en-cumbered, is merely to get themselves
out of the way so that We can use cur
new armies to threaten their coasts.
The Peril of fluie
When we turn to the Baltic, the
conditions are reversed. We are unalle
to reinforce the Russians without an
alliance with Norway or Denmark, placif g
at our disposal the harbours of the one or
the other as bases for our ships. 'Hie
advantage would be similar to, but
greater than, that we now obtain from
the entry of Portugal into the war. Consequently, while conditions remain as they
are at 'present, nothing would suit the
German purpose better than to be able
to eliminate the inferior Russian Baltic
Fleet, and so enable the German Navy to
extend the fullest co-operation to the
Army .in the operations against Russia,
even as the Russian Navy is apparently
able to co-operate with the Russian Army
along the southern littoral of the Black
Sea. If the Turkish ships had not been
Irittered away in a lot of futile " stunts,"
such as bombardments, they might have
been kept "in being," and seriously
interfered with the highly successful
operations now being carried out. A
certain stae-ey, dramatic instinct, and
the powerful appeal it makes in the
popular Press, is always impelling unbalanced minds into these ill-considered
actions. They are only of value when
actiret on minds still more unbalanced ;
they produce panic . preparations of a
passive localised character, which really
mean a serious diversion of force from
the offensive mobile armies.
To sum up. The pressure of the
Supreme Military Staff of the German
Army will, in the opinion of the writer,
continue to prevent the German Fleet
from offering battle in the North Sea,
shut
demand with greater insisttnce
than ever the utmost action in the
Baltic for grave military reasons, as well
as the taking of- every precaution, even
to the violation of neutrality, for- the
purpose of preventing Great Britain from
sending submarines and other reinforcements into the Baltic.
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Air Vessel Ascends from a Ship of the Sea

Balloon flying above the ship. Beneath: How the captive
balloon rises through the deck of the ship.

Captive balloon ascending for cbservation from the deck of
Canning.

Striking impression of the captive airship rising clear of the deck of the balloon ship. This type of gasbag is used by both the
Navy and Army for observation of enemy movements.
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Britain's Roll

Capt. A. F. HENTY,
11th Middlesex Regt.

Lieut. R. A. S. DOBBIN,
. Royal Garrison Artillery.

Lieut. A. Y. YOUNG-JAMES
8111 Hants Regt.

Lieut. A. A. FERGUSON,
7th London Regt.

Lieut. and Adjut. G. R.
FRERE, 10th Rifle Brigade.

Sec.-Lieut. T. BELL,
9th Black Watch.

Lieut. G. E. BRADSTREET
Royal Engineers.

ieut.-Colonel F. E. L. Daniell, D.S.O., entered the Seaforth Highlanders in September,
1895. He had his first promotion in February, 1898, and was captain in March, 1901,
and major in 1913, while in July, 1915, he was gazetted temporary lieutenant-colonel,
and appointed to the Staff. Colonel Daniell, who was a graduate of the Staff College,
had a wide experience of Staff service in South Africa during the Boer War, and afterwards
in India, and in August, 1914, he was brigade-major. In the Nile Expedition he fought
in the Battle of Atbara, and was mentioned in despatches. FPC111 the South African War
his honours consisted of promotion and the Queen's Medal with four clasps. For his
services in the Mohmand campaign, 1908, he had the medal and clasp, and the Grelt War
brought him further promotion, mention in Viscount French's despatches, and
the D.S.O.
Captain Arthur Frank Henty, 11th Middlesex Regt.. was the elder son of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Henty, of Oaklands Park, Chichester. He was gazetted from the Reserve of
Officers, in which he held the rank of lieutenant, to the 11th Middlesex Regt. in September,
1914, and was promoted captain in February, 1915.
Lieut.-Surgeon P. J. Walsh, R.A.M.C., was a graduate of 'University College, Cork:
he won a high place in the Indian Medical Service, and at the outbreak of war was
appointed to the R.A.M.C. with the Indian troops in France.
Lieut. the Hon. George Joachim Goschen, 5th The Buffs, who died of wounds received
in action in Mesopotamia. was the only son and heir of V'scount Gosclien. He w as
gazetted to the Buffs in September, 1914, and had been recently promoted.

Lieut.-Col. F. E. DANIELL,
D.S.O., Seaforth Highlanders.

Lieut. M H. C. FIRMIN,
1st Loyal N. Lanes Regt.

L

Lieut. A. W. LANE-JOYNT,
Motor Machine Gun Service.

Lieut. R. N. SOMERVILLE,
Royal Engineers.

Lieut. G. G. DOWNES,
0th Lincoln Regt.

JACOB,
Lieut. A. L.
18th London Regt.

Lieut. A. J. W. BLAKE,
5th Connaught Rangers.

Lieut.-Surgeon P. J. WALSH,
R.A.M.C.

Lieut. G. JACKSON,
11th Argyll & Sutherland

H.

Sec.-Lieut. 141. MrGREGOR
2nd Cheshire Regt.

Lieut. W. N. MONTEITH,
Lieut. the Hon. G. 3.
Lieut. V. B. ODHAMS,
Sec.-Lieut. W. L. ORR,
2nd Rifle Brigade.
GOSCHEN, 5th The Buffs.
15th Durham Light Infantry.
2nd Royal Irish Rifles.
(Portraits by swaine, Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, Russell & Sons, Bassano, Brooke Hughes, ChaneellorZ

Aged Thirty-five ! Record of a Verdun Cannon

A " 155" (6 in.), the favourite weapon in the French heavy
artiltery .Although this particular gun is of an old pattern,
being dated 1881, it has done excellent duty since its installa—
tion, and recently, while helping to hold Verdun, fired three
thousand shells in forty—eight hours. As the war progresses

the tendency is for heavy artillery to take the place of field
artillery, the belligerents seeming to rely more and more on
guns of large calibre. While still proud of their "75's," the
French are adding to their " 105's" and " 220's"; the Germans
now use their "305's" where formerly they used " 77's."
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British Submarine Sailors in a Turkish Prison

" L'entente " in durance vile: British and French prisoners capture4
while fighting at Arras. Next to the Scotsman is a Turco.

Lieut. Palmer, Lieut. Price, and Lieut. Fitzgerald, cap—
tured by the Turks when submarine E15 grounded off
Kephez Point, in the Dardanelles, on April 18th, 1915.

Crew of submarine E15 with their Turkish guard. Inset : Officers of submarine AE2 in Turkish hands—Lieut. Haggard, Lieut.—
Commander Stoker, and Lieut. Carey. The AE2 was sunk by gun fire in the Dardanelles on April 30th, 1915.

8 th April. 1916.
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

Edited by J. A. HAIVIMERTON

GREAT LEADERS OF GREAT ARMIES AT THE FRENCH HEADQUARTERS.—
histor!6 group shcwino, from left to rioht, General Sir Douglas Haig, General Wielemans,
the Eelgian representative, General Gilinski, of the Russian Army, General Joffre,
General Forro, and Colonel Pechitch, the French, Italian, and Serbian representatives
eErectively. Itcse officers form the Allies' permanent War Council for the conduct of
ope r ations as a whole, and this impression was secured at the last great meeting, held
in the F ench General Staff Headquarters from March 130-14th.
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RE UIL ING RUI E LIVE
The Future of Britain's Blinded Heroes,
and How it is Being Assured
By LADY JELLICOE

B

LINDED. in the war ! Vesterday free, capable, fearless ;
to-day shackled, a prisoner
doomed to live his remaining years
in darkness, apparently with hopes,
ambitions, crushed ; a seemingly
ruined life groping in a world of
wreckage.
Many soldiers and sailors who
have lost their sight in the war
must have asked themselves, in the
first awful shock of their pitiless
captivity, in the obvious hopelessness of their lot in the black
La , y Jellicoe
prison of the world, if the final
rending pang of death would not have been preferable.
But soon they have found release ; their bonds unloosed,
they have been helped to erect on a new foundation their
shattered aspirations. From the prison of dismal gloom
they are led to the " House of Hope."
The " House of Hope"
This is the admirable name that has been given to St.
Dunstan's, Regent's Park, London, the hostel of the
Blinded Soldiers' - and Sailors' Care Committee. Immediately on the outbreak of the war the Council of the
National Institute for the Blind decided to do everything
within their power for those who should lose their sight
while on active service. The president of the Institute,
Mr. C. Arthur Pearson, whose tireless activities on behalf
of his fellow-sufferers from blindness are so widely known,
established headquarters where these brave fellows would
be received and trained to their new condition of fife ;
where they would, in fact, be taught to be blind.
St. Dunstan's is a magnificent mansion, standing in
fourteen acres of ground, generously lent for the purpose
by Mr. Otto Kahn, the American financier. Here each
blinded soldier devotes two and a half hours a day to
Braille reading and writing, and to learning to manipulate
the ordinary typewriter ; another two hours and a half
are spent in learning the various occupations which, on
their discharge, will enable the men to earn the wherewithal
to augment their pensions.
Those engaged in the blinded warriors' training feel very
strongly, however, that their responsibilities should not end
at this stage, for the blind home-worker has but a small
chance of becoming a useful, self-supporting member of the
community if left to himself. Therefore, the Council. of
the National Institute for the Blind have established a
branch for the after-care of Britain's sightless heroes.
To those who know little of the capabilities of blind
people, or of their trainina, the trades and occupations
whose ranks are open to them
''
seem perfectly amazing
in their variety. For instance, who would-conceive that 'a
blind man can, unaided, manage a small holding, or a
poultry farm, and earn a good profit ? Who has ever
imagined a blind diver ?
In the specially-built workshops at St. Dunstan's, under
the charge of Mr. C. E. Rose, the honorary director,
blinded warriors are learning to make mats, carpets,
baskets, boots; they are being instructed in carpentry,
cabinet-making, and other useful and profitable occupations, while many are learning massage at the special
massage school of the National Istitute for the Blind. Mr. Pearson attributes much of the rapid progress of the
blind learners to the fact that their instructors are themselves blind. The feeling of helplessness. and incompetence,
the invariable- outcome of sudden blindness, is almost entirely removed by the tuition given by sightless instructors.
The pupil realises that the teacher is utilising methods
which he himself has found best under precisely the same

circumstances of disability ;, he therefore has obvious
reasons for feeling that what this man has done, he himself
cans also do.
Massage is one of the very few occupations in which blind
people can compete On even terms with those who can
Indeed, it is said that the skilled blind masseur is apt to
take the lead. Several blinded soldiers and sailors are
already massaging wounded soldiers at Middlesex Hospital.
Though they have not yet passed their qualifying examination, this they will do shortly and will then be
full-fledged and competent masseurs.
Diving is considered by Mr. Pearson to be an extremely
suitable occupation for blinded soldiers and sailors who
have had some mechanical training. The diver engaged on
bililding breakwaters or piers works in the dark ; he has pa
attendant to look after him while he is under the water,
and he is one of.the best paid of workmen.
1-4
, Tp'the visitor at St.' Dunstan's undoubtedly the most
surprising feature of this " House of Hope " is the`Country
Life Section, where sightless men receive instruction in 'all
brancheS of poultry-farming and market-gardening. There
are many simple„ yet strikingly ingenious, devices and plans
which enable the blind men to pursue these avocations with
accuracy and ease. This Country Life Section is supervised by Captain Webber, one of the best-known blind
experts in the kingdom, who lost his sight in India fifteen
years ago. Before he became blind Captain Webber could
not- have distinguished one sort of fowl from another
now, although sightless, he can pick chickens out of a group
and tell their breed by touch, if they are in good condition, or if anything is the matter with them. Captain
Webber is the official lecturer on poultry-farming for
three counties.
Sightless Heroes as Farmers
In the grounds of St. Dunstan's there is a model farm, so
leverly devised that a blind man can find his way about
and do- all the work of the farm unaided. Briefly, this is
the method: The fowl-horses are in the centre of a square
plot of land—the working area of the model farm. From
each corner of this plot is a wire partition, thus dividing
the land into four semi-triangular plots. The chickens
are placed in the first plot, then, after a certain time, they
are driven through the door in the wire partition to Plot 2,
while Plot r is dug up and planted by the blind farmer,
and so on, through a specified system of utilising every
inch of the ground at different seasons of the year.
This wonderful system of market-gardening and poultryfarming for blind men is very difficult to explain; one really
needs to see the model farm at St. Dunstan's thoroughly
to appreciate the cleverness yet simplicity of the scheme.: lt
Sports and entertainments play a large part in the
curriculum at St. Dunstan's, nor are the intellectual and
spiritual sides of life neglected. As to sports, there. ale
facilities for boxing, rowing, swimming, and there is a fine
gymnasium. Several men have learnt to swim since losirig
their sight. Recently a crew of blinded oarsmen won a
race against a " Crack " Thames crew. They are also
learning to dance, these heroes of the war.
Thousands of pounds have been spent in caring for
sightless soldiers and sailors, and their sadly-increasing
numbers lead to an ever-increasing rate of expenditure.
But those indefatigable workers, who are giving freely their
services, and doing so much on behalf of the men who have
made so great a sacrifice for the Empire, Will surely never
be allowed to have their efforts- hampered through need of
funds. The " House of Hope " must flourish, for it, is
providing renewed hope, fresh ambitions, new ideals; it is.
rebuilding ruined lives, caring for those who have received
Fate's cruellest blow and have been banished for ever from
our world of light and beauty.
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Russian Grand Dukes at Teheran and in Japan

Grand Duke Nicholas leaving his automobile to mount his charger prior to holding a review of the Russian troops in Teheran,
Our ally's successes in the Caucasus have gone far to bring about depression and discouragement in the Turkish ranks,

Grand Duke Michaelovitch sightseeing from a rickshaw at Nikko, Japan. His Imperial Highness was sent to the Mikado as
the Tsar's envoy to discuss the military situation with Russia's former adversary, but now- her trusted friend.
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WHITE OFFICERS AND NATIVE MEN IN BRITISH EAST AFRICA.—Detachment
of the East African Mounted Rifles during an inspection at a temporary camp in East
Africa. This corps was raised in Nairobi at the beginning of the war, and consists for

the most part of young settlers and coffee planters. They held up the German invasion
in the early stages of the campaign, and added to their reputation in the Kilimanjaro
operations. They are now doing good work under General Smuts' command.

BRITAIN'S RENOWNED NATIVE REGIMENT.—Column of the King's African
Rifles crossing a primitive wooden bridge in British East Africa. "The men are
wonderful," writes an Enalishman. "They marched twenty miles, climbed a precipice,

fought a battle that included a bayonet charge, and marched back, some of them
wounded; and this on a water—bottle—no food. They are always cheerful, do not know
what fear is, and fight like demone."
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Sister Services Wage War 'on African and Turk

Three phases in the career of a Turkish gunboat are illustrated
on this page. Above it is seen at anchor in the River Tigris,
prior to setting out to try conclusions with the British Navy!

British armoured motor-car, fitted with a machine-gun. These
cars have been of great service in East Africa, working in
conjunction with cavalry, and harassing enemy outposts.

The same gunboat burning fiercely after being fired by a shell
from a British warship. It is two and a half miles away—and
was given no chance to get nearer!

The gunboat, after it had been captured and salved, being
repaired for possible use against the Turks.

German native troops in East Africa who were put to flight by
General Smuts' forces at Kilimanjaro.

The War Illustrated, 8th April, 1918
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British Cyclists & Transport on French Highways

Men of the Cyclist Corps halting along the snow—covered roadway in France. The prolonged winter has added to the hard—
ships of the trenches, which can only be slightly imagined from the inconvenience suffered in England during last week's blizzard.

Heavy transport waggon in difficulties . Part of its load had to be removed before it could be pushed out of a rut. Heavy rains in
France have once again rendered the roads to and from the front little better than quagmires.
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Blue Cross & Red Cross Behind the British Lines

Their first day out after convalescence. !Wounded horses enjoying a dip in a stream somewhere adjoining the headquarters
of the Veterinary Hospital behind the lines in France.

With the Canadian Red Cross Contingent in Flanders. Allied members lining up outside the camp kitcnen for dinner. On the
right edge of the table a welcome supply of French bread is being heaped up.
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Bedouins Surrender to British Forces in Egypt

,
Giaff ar Pasha, Turkish Commander-in-Chief of the Senussi, who surrendered to the British in the recent fighting in West Egypt, being
assisted into a picket-boat of a warship,which conveyed him to Alexandria.

Near impression of Giaffar Pasha, who was severely
wounded. A sword penetrated his arm, and his
uniform was smothered in blood.

When their chief, Giaffar Pasha, surrendered to the British forces, the Bedouins lost heart and swarmed into the British camp,
throwing down their arms and begging for mercy. This photograph gives a general view of the camp on the seashore, with
a Bedouin lancing a string of camels to another part of the settlement.
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Western Juggernauts in the Mysterious East

British armoured car crossing the Kabul River (Indian North-West Frontier), where a fleet of these vehicles did much useful
work against the restive Mohmands during October, 1915. The car is traversing the river by a bridge hastily improvised, but
none the less suited to its purpo3a.

Three armoured cars retiring down Subhan Khar after a recon—
naissance. Inset circle : Armoured car covering the rig ht flank of
the cavalry brigade in action near Shabkadar, North-West Frontier,

About to start on a reconnaissance. Armoured cars ready for adventure in the mysterious frontier regions of Central Asia.
These speedy weapons o: war must have caused consternation among the somewhat primitive tribes who have been incited by the
Germans to cause trouble on the Indian North—West Frontier.
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Moroccan Spahis to Aid Europe's Deliverance

Spahis, or French Moroccan troops, training somewhere in
France for service on the west front.

French Colonial soldiers learning the principles of siege
warfare.

Types of dusky Moroccan warriors, one of whom has gained
two medals for gallantry in action.

Spahis moving across a wide French plain in a body with rifles and bayonets at the ready. These Moroccan warriors are among
the most dashing and picturesque soldiers in the world, and are never happier than when engaged in mortal combat. They have
done good work for France.
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With our Dauntless Ally on the Meuse Heights

The deadly 95 mm. French artillery coming into action in
the Verdun sector. Inset : Working the optic heliograph on
the French front.

Fully—equipped reinforcements going up to the first—line trenches to relieve some of their comrades holding the enemy at bay.
Nothing like the French resistance has been known, a resistance which has so entirely disorganised the German plans and
upset all their calculations.

The War Illustrated, 8th April, 1916.
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After a Futile German Onslaught : Nightfall Somewhere on the French Line Before Verdun

Germans have been hurled against Verdun with such
THEreckless
prodigality that any attempt at an accurate
calculation of their casualties is futile. In massed formation,
regiment after regiment paraded across the open ground, only

to be decimated by the wonderful concentrated fire of the
French mitrailleuse gunners. But few of the men succeeded in
getting as far as the French barbed-wire. At nightfall, during
the mighty days of the first Verdun offensive, the scene was

terrifying. The light of the setting sun revealed dark heaps
of German dead strewn all over the snow-covered plain. Such
an effect as that appearing in the above illustration was
witnessed all along the line. During a lull in the fighting two

French officers are surveying the stricken fields, while some steelcapped soldiers are attending to the wounded in shell-battered
trenches and dug-outs. A Poilu, with an improvised bandage
about his head, contemplates a broken bayonet with grim philosophy.

The War Illustratecl, 8th April, 1916.
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The Allies' Great Spring Push'?
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
HE important Conference of the Allies opened at
Paris last week is bound to have momentous military
as well as political results. It will lay down the lines
of action by which our overwhelming strength can be used
to strike Germany on all sides simultaneously and with our
full strength.
One great weakness of the Allies in the past has been the
failure to co-ordinate their plans. The Central Powers
have worked as one under the dominating influence of one
supreme authority—the German Great General Staff.
Among the Allies there has been no one supreme Power.
Britain leads in finance and in naval strength, but no one
Would think of claiming that Britain leads in land warfare.
The allied troops work together with the.greatest harmony,
but we have not yet had the centralisation of supreme
executive power which Germany and her partners have
possessed since the end of 1914.

T

Need for United Action
For some months past the allied commanders, recognising
this, have been seeking to evolve a scheme of united action.
Sir William Robertson, the supreme director of the strategy
of the British campaign, is almost as often in Paris as in
London. General Cadorna has come from Italy to London
to ensure that the Italian spring campaign may fit in with
our own. Raissia, more distant and with enormous frontiers
to defend, seeks, with the greatest loyalty and self-sacrifice,
to strike her blows at such time and in such a way as they
will most effectively relieve the pressure on the as
front. The spirit of co-operation is already present ; all that
the Paris Conference has to do is to give final touches and
formal approval to the machinery as inch has been created
during the winter for giving it full effect.
The Conference will, it is hoped, greatly quicken allied
activity. There has been a very dangerous tendency,
particularly in this country, to favour a comparatively
passive policy of war. We have been told that time was
on our side ; we could afford to wait, while the Germans
would be made bankrupt by waiting. If we only maintained a passive siege of their lines, and beat back their
attacks, their effort would collapse from its own weight.
Their ruin and starvation would drive them to make terms
with us.
This is an exceedingly perilous delusion. You do not
win war by waiting, but by striking. Every week gives
our enemies more time to evolve better weapons and better
plans for more effective blows. We are not the only people
who learn by experience. The advances made by the
Germans in weapons, in methods, and in the machinery of
war since August, 1914, have been amazing. Every week
that we wait makes the future cost greater in men and in
material for us.
Why the Outlook is Hopeful
It is inconceivable that the Paris Conference can decide
otherwise than in favour of a tremendous, simultaneous,
sustained, aggressive spring campaign along all the
fronts.
The outlook for such a campaign is exceedingly hopeful.
During the past few weeks the situation in the Balkans has
been transformed. The people of Bulgaria and of Turkey
are in a condition of semi-starvation. The Bulgar Army has
been for some time on half rations, and numbers of its men
are deserting and surrendering to the allied armies in
Salonika. In Turkey the great mass of the people, who
have never entertained anything but friendly feelings for
us, are gathering in strength against the New Turks and the
47,ermanophiles. Bulgaria and Turkey are beginning to
Wonder if it is too late to turn. Rumania, greatly influenced by the results of the fighting at Verdun and by
the successful Russian campaign in the south-west, seems
almost certain to declare for us. Greece will probably
follow Rumania's lead. The Serbian Army, rested and

re-armed, is waiting eagerly for an opportunity to avenge
its great wrongs. The strong allied forces around Salonika
occupy an almost impregnable position, and are ready to
be launched on the enemy at the first suitable moment.
All promises well in the Balkans.
Good Signs on All Fronts
The news from Russia is more encouraging than at one
time seemed possible. The Russian armies are attacking
all along their European front. They are faced by great
difficulties. The Germans have carefully entrenched their
whole line, and have sought to reproduce in the east the
situation which now exists in the west. Attacks such as
the Russians are now making entail enormous sacrifices
of men. But Russia is fighting under vastly better conditions than last year.- She has ample munitions. Her
Allies are not going to permit a repetition of the situation
when the entire German strength could be concentrated
on the Russian Army while the western front was held
by a skeleton force. The news from the Russian front
is more than good.
Italy is now, for the first time, taking a full share in
the policy and campaign of her Allies. Various reasons,
political and otherwise, prevented the splendid Italian
troops from being employed to the best advantage last
year. There is every reason to hope that all these reasons
have been swept away, and that Italy will occupy as
large a place this year in the coming campaign as her
position and her Army justify.
On the western front the Allies possess certain undoubted
and important advantages. They are stronger in men than
the enemy. They are at least as strong in artillery. The
spirit of the French Army has been pfoved afresh at
Verdun ; of the spirit and temper of our own men there
is no need, to speak. The issue before us is not an easy
one. The task of forcing a way through line after line
of thoroughly-prepared entrenchments and gun positions
is as formidable as any known in war, I personally am
hopeful that it may be possible by the largely-increased
use of mining to blast our way through the German barriers.
Once these lines are turned at a vital point, as they ought
to be turned before May has ended, the whole aspect of
the western war may change. The policy of advance
on the west is, I again repeat, encompassed by many
difficulties. Our forward plans may receive more than
one check. But we must break through and advance
if we are to use our strength as it should be used.
Germany's Ruthless Plans
The situation that the Paris Conference has had to
confront is at once exceedingly hopeful and dangerous.
Some reasons for the hopefulness I have given above.
The dangerous sides are mainly the German advantages
over ourselves in Zeppelins and the possibilities of the
new German submarine campaign. Air and sea fighting
are so closely allied with land war to-day that we cannot
in any review of the situation omit these from our consideration.
Germany with her back to the wall will fight with any
weapon to hand. Some of the weapons that have been
at least suggested on the German side are of so desperate
and execrable a nature that at this stage I would not
even name them in print. A despairing and defeated
people will go to extremes from which it would revolt
under normal conditions. We must be prepared for plans
far more ruthless and amazing than any yet known. All
the more reason for ending the German power for harm
by an early simultaneous campaign along all fronts.
In deciding on this and in settling plans for the carrying
of it out the Paris Conference may prove to be the most
momentous gathering the world has known since the
famous meeting of European rulers which settled the fate
of Napoleon.
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Young Ears That Heard the Cacophony of War

Motherless children of Italian soldiers at an institution
where they are well cared for.

Left: Village children "camping out " with French troops in the North
of France. Above: Mark of friendship between combatant and neutral.
Scottish officer offering chocolate to a tiny Greek maiden at Salonika.

French pedlars, during a visit to a British camp at the front, selling their wares to interested "Tommies" who, in spite of their
scanty French, still manage an exchange of pleasantries. In some French villages within sound of the guns there remain many
peasant women and children, who refuse to leave their homesteads behind the firing—lines.

"The War Illustrated, 8th April, 1916,
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Four Phases of the halo-Austrian Conflict

Italian Alpine soldiers in their winter kits leaving the mountain
trenches in a surprise attack on the Austrians. Despite the intense
cold, our Mediterranean ally is still acting on the offensive.

A night attack. Italian infantry countering an Austrian move
across an Alpine plateau. At the signal to charge, the Italians
are leaving the trenches to meet the Austrians half way.

Italian armoured car surprises an Austrian patrol in a mountain
pass. Notwithstanding the gradients, these powerful machines
are used effectively on the Carso front.

Huge Italian siege—gun in action against an Austrian mountain
fort. Italian artillery has proved to be among the most powerful
and accurate ever devised.
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Martial Clatter Echoes with Mountain Cascade

The awe—inspiring snow—capped Dolomites, lined with sombre
fir—trees, long the resort of tourists, have now been overrun with
the sinister traffic of war. The roll of the guns and clatter of
martial hoofs echo simultaneously with the music of the cascade.
The last year has witnessed the passing of troops, and the move—

ment of munitions towards positions in this beautiful Alpine
setting where our Italian ally holds his hereditary, foe. This
picturesque scene illustrates the march of an Austrian munition
column along a mountain path. Mules are principally used for this
work because of their sure footing on the moss—grown boulders.

The War Illustrated, 8th April, 1916.
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Checking the Commerce Raiders
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HE lessons to be derived from the
very gallant-action fought by the
Alcantara with the Greif will be
brought out for the benefit of the Navy
by the court-martial which ensues on
the survivors from the former vessel.
This destruction of one of our armed
merchant vessels is cheaply purchased
if it results in the loss to Germany of a
raider of the Moewe type before it can do
any damage to our commerce. That,
however, should not exclude a discussion
as to the need of taking certain precautions owing to the fact discovered
in the case of the Moewe that she carried
torpedo tubes.
The bigger the mercantile auxiliary
the greater the- need for taking these
precautions, because a larger vessel is
more difficult to manceuvre. She also
offers a_ bigger target, which is entirely
vulnerable because it is unarmoured.
A German vessel, masquerading under
the Norwegian flag, with the Norwegian
flag painted on her side, would, of course,
adopt the name and disguise of a somewhat similar Norwegian ship due in the
vicinity about that time, and steer the
course for a port for which the Norwegian
ship was known to be bound.
If her conduct was suspicious in spite
of all these indications, she should
herself be signalled to send a boat,. and be
placed under the maximum of disadvantage for fighting purposes. Wireless
should indicate what is taking place to
the rest of the British patrol so that they
can close, if no subsequent cancelling
wireless comes through any attempts at
lambing- the message.
Forz"ng the Germans' Hands
These precautions would lease a real
neutral cold, but would force the hand of
a raider without danger to the patrol,
other than the lowering of the false sides
of the vessel and the opening of gun fire.
It is, of course, conceivable that the
Greif was accompanied by a submarine,
for one account mentions that a destroyer,
which helped to rescue the crews, had the

T

satisfaction of sending a U boat to the
bottom. This increases the need of
precautions, for it is very likely that every
attempt of a raider to escape would be
made in conjunction with submarines
which can be towed part of the way. Kites as Guards against Raiders
A ship stopped to lower a boat offers
an ideal target. When fighting, she is not
only absorbed in her task, but if she
discovers the submarine's periscope it
involves training her guns off her chief
enemy to protect herself from the submarine. In this case it is clear that -the
submarine was not discovered until afterwards, that is to say if the newspaper
account is correct as to- the presence of a
submarine subsequently sunk by a destroyer. The situation will arise again, so
it is well to be _ prepared for it in the
future. - There has also to be considered
whether every neutral vessel should not,
under the declaration of a blockade, be
ordered to report herself off Kirkwall
where, without necessarily entering the
port, the search can be conducted by
t
tug-boats.
The only information we now lack is
as to the armament of these Moewes. It
is certain that they have been standardised
so as to make their completion quicker.
I assumed that the speed given in some
accounts of twenty-five knots was rubbish,
since it would involve a far larger crew
than three hundred men, and the fact
that the Alcantara was able to chase the

Portuguese sailors hauling down the German flag from the ship Energie, one of the
recently appropriated enemy steamers moored in the port of Lisbon. Inset: Capt.
T. E. Wardle, R.N., in command of H.M. armed merchant cruiser Alcantara, which
sank an armed German raieer, Greif, disguised as a Norwegian merchant vessel, on
February 29th, 1916, ant wrs herself sunk, apparently by a torpedo.

Greif down shows that my own cstima'e
of fifteen knots is probably correct.
I also ruled out the accounts given by
merchant seamen of 7 in. guns, and
assumed that 59 in., or guns of nearly
6 in. calibre, were the largest pieces. In
view of the revival of the story of 7 in.
guns, it will be interesting if we can
ascertain the facts from prisoners. My
reason for choosing the gun I have mentioned is that it is the standardised one of
the German Navy, of winch there are
immense reserves. The next sized piece
is the 4:2 in., and it is quite conceivable
that the armament which would be chosen
for these ships would be one 5-9 in. and
four 4-2- in. Germany has lost a great
many cruisers whose armaments consisted
of 4.2 in. guns, and the very large reserves
of these guns and ammunition belonging
to those cruisers have to be used up.
I have one further suggestion to make.
My impression has always been that the
Navy treated Colonel Cody's man-carrying
kites too cavalierly. I do not believe
that the nature of a-ship could b concealed
from an eye at a height, and I think that
the kites ought to be developed, though
putting the matter forward with diffidence,
belonging to' incomplete knowledge of
what has been or is being done. From a
height one can see through a mist because
one looks down and not laterally, and
mists go to no great height. Oae can
better detect vessels in the distance and
submarines below the surface.
The Danger from " Hyphenates"
A further cheering circumstance in
connection with the Greif is that the
German Government remained in ignorance of her fate, though the matter was
one fairly extensively talked about, to my
knowledge, over a month ago. This
shows that our authorities have got tine
upper hand in regard to information
through German spies in this count:v.
This explains the evident Vexation of the
German message of March 24th, the
surviving crew of the Greif being " cut
off from all communication with the
outer worIt by the English," and fixes
the period of secrecy now at about three
weeks. There can be no doubt that this
period could be much extended if only
the Government would adopt a suggestion
that I made nanny months ago in a letter
to the Prime Minister, and take power to
exclude the hyphenated men and women
of so-called neutral countries who come
over here ostensibly on business. Aliens
ought not to be permitted to enter this
-country without the permit of a Consular
official, who should be expressly ordered
never to give a reason for a refusal. Here
in Great Britain are our Navy, our arsenals,
our munition centres, our reserves,
threatened in one way and another, and
froth time to time attacked by Zeppelins.
Precautionary Permit; Needed
Are not these fighting, times ? Are
aliens permitted near the fighting-lines
in France ?
Of course not, and every right-minded
neutral would see the necessity under the
changed conditions of modern war for
new precautions. Such precautions would
not in practice be nearly so irritating as
the surveillance and questions which are
given to neutrals landing here now, and
which the well-drilled hyphenated cant
evade.
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Peril on the Waves from Shell and Tempest

,British

merchant ship under heavy enemy fire somewhere in the Mediterranean zone of operations. A shell has struckthe water
some yards away from its mark, sending a fountain of spray high into the air.

Schooner in distress, having signalled to the T.B.D. Coquette, the latter, whose taffrail is seen at the bottom of the phctorraph,
is approaching the wreck to collect survivors. The Coquette subsequently fouled a mine off the East Coast and foundered, with a
loss of one officer and twenty—one men.

The
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Decorated forVa our:More of Britain's Brave Sons

Flight-Lieut. E. H. DUNNING, R.N. A.S.,
awarded the D.S.C. for exceptionally
good work in observing 'and photographing in a seaplane.

Flight-Coin. C. H. BUTLER, R.N.A.S.,
awarded D.S.C. for his ' splendid
observation work while flying low
over the enemy's lines.

Coy.-Sergt.-Major W. GRIFFITHS, Pte. T. BYTHEWAY, 2nd Ox. and Sergt. G. BURNETT, 1st R. High1st Shropshire LI., awarded D.C.M. Bucks. LI., awarded D.C.M. for lenders, awarded clasp to his D.C.M.
and French Military Medal for saving rescuing three gassed men and de- and Cross of St. George, for =lives under shell fire.
spicuous gallantry in action.
votion to duty.

Corpl. F. G. COUSINS, 187th Coy.
R.E., awarded D.C.M. for capturing a
German colonel, a captain, and five
privates, though quite unarmed.

Pipe-Major I. S. HOWARTH, 8th Pte. J. RILEY, 1st Worcester Regt.,
Gordon Highlanders, awarded a awarded the D.C.M. for saving
clasp to his D.C.M. for great bravery wounded men under heavy fire at
Neuve Chapelle.
in action at Loos:

Sec.-Lieut. P. R. FOISTER, 2nd Lei- Sergt. J. E. FREETH, 1st S. Staff.
tester Regt., gained the D.C.M. near Regt., awarded D.C.M. for conFestubert in 1914, and was given a spicuous service along the enemy's
commission for distinguished service.
front under fire.

L.-Corpl. C. T. BOLD, A.S.C., awarded Flight - Lieut. G. L. THOMSON,
D.C.M. for bravery in bringing up R.N.A.S., awarded the D.S.C. for
supplies. A wheel breaking, he gallant observation serviee while
fitted on another-under fire.
flying low over enemy positions.

Bomb. G DOUGHERTY, R.G.A., Sergt. A. CHARLEY, R.F.A., four
awarded D.C.M. for twice repairing imes mentioned in despatches, and
communication lines under fierce -fire awarded clasp to his D.C.M. for
at Neuve Chapelle.
gallantry in action at Loos.

Sergt: Major J. DUGGAN, 6th S.
Staffs. Heat., awarded D.C.M. and
Russian Cross of the Order of St.
George for bravery in action.

Pte. J. JACKSON, A.S.C., awarded
D.C.M. for saving an ambulance
with wounded under heavy fire
congratulated by Lord French.
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The Air Raid on Schleswig-Holstein
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
HE official statements on the recent
as the Germans use their Fokker monoseaplane raid on the Schleswigplanes and their newest " frightfulness "
Holstein coast left many in doubt
—the tiny Aviatik biplane—simply for
whether the operation was intended as a
" strafing other aeroplanes which try to
serious effort to destroy the big Zeppelin
interfere w ith the reconnaissance machines
sheds in that district, or merely as a
and bomb-droppers which they are sent
reconnaissance to find out whether -the
out to guard.
sheds were there at all. If it was intended
Value in Numbers
as a destructive raid, it looks rather as
The big raids carried out by the French
if someone had failed to learn a lesson
on German towns and by the Royal
from the day fifteen months before when
Flying Corps on German military posia somewhat similar raid was made on
tions in Belgium have shown how essential
Cuxhaven.
it is that a number of aeroplanes should
A Warning Precedent
be used on such raids. The reason is
On that occasion six aeroplanes went
simple enough really. If one aeroplane
out and three were lost, only under rather
goes over a town, every gun in the place
different circumstances. - One of them - is turned on to it-; and when one knows
was badly hit, and sank as it alighted
the extraordinary accuracy of the newer
German anti-aircraft guns and gunners,
one may lay pretty heavy odds on it
being brought down, unless it is at some
xtraordinary height,where it can scarcely
be seen. If two arrive at once they
divide the attention of the gunners, and
are less likely to be hit. If four arrive
at once they distract the gunners still
more, and so on with increasine. numbers.
Consequently, the- greater tge number
of aeroplanes sent on a raid, not only
the greater the damage do they do, but
the better their chance of escaping
unhurt. The proof of this is the fact
that in the Zeebrugge raid, a week earlier,
sixty-five machines went over the most

heavily armed part of the German lines.
and over Ostend and Zeebrugge, which
are simply bristling with German antiaircraft guns, whereas here we have a
raid by five machines, and three of them
are brought down.
The only consolation is that the 'crews
were not killed, though the fact that they
escaped death probably means that the
machines fell into the hands of the enemy,
which -is unfortunate if they happened
to be of any modern type which was
worth copying.
However, one hopes that the two
machines which returned brought- back
sufficient detailed information as to the
precise location of the Zeppelin sheds
at Tondern to permit of our making- a
really hie,: raid in the near futnre, winch
will result in our . wiping out ahe sail
sheds With all that may be therein.
Honour to the Airmen
As a sporting. effort, this affair deserves
every commendation, and the offy,eni
and men concerned merit congratulations
on their gallantry-in going out in Such
small numbers over a district which is
so well provided with armament with
Which to meet any attack by aircraft
on the- sheds that contain the precious
Zeppelins, which have been, perhaps,
Germany's greatest success among the
various novel weapons she has introduced
into modern warfare.
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Peculiar type of observation kite
ascending on an aerial reconnaissance
from a French battleship at sea.

alongside the submarine which picked up
the crew. One of the others was undamaged, but had _to be ,abandoned at
sea, as there was no method by which the
submarine could get it away - and the
third was sunk by its pilot- when he was
picked up by a Dutch fishing-boat ; so,
though the raid was rather expensive,
the Germans made no profit out of it.
This time, it seemS, only five aeroplanes
(or rather seaplanes) went out, and three
of them were lost. The German official
statement, which in this case was
trustworthy, stated that four officers and
an N.C.O. were taken prisoners. The statement also referred to a battle-aeroplane.
From this one judged that the machines
used were two big seaplanes, with pilot
and passenger on each, one of the passengers being a warrant or petty officer,
and that the third' machine was one of
the fast little seaplanes carrying a pilot
only, and armed with a machine-gun.
Such a machine would be used- just
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Map showing the area of the seaplane raid. On March 26th an aerial attack was
made by a fleet of British seaplanes on German airship sheds in SchleswigHolstein. Two armed German patrols were sunk by bombs. The seaplanes were
convoyed within a reasonable distance ef their objective by a force of light cruisers
and destroyers under command of. Commodore Tyrwitt. The five British airmen
who were compelled to descend and taken prisoners, were Flight-Lieut. George.
H. Reid, R.N., Flight-Sub.-Lieut. John F. Hay, R.N., Flight-Sub-Lieut. Cyril G.
Knight, R.N., Midshipman Stanley E. Hoblyn, R.N.R., and Richard Mullins, C.P.O.
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Broken Wings! The Last of Two Enemy Eagles

Austrian hydroplane, brought down by Italian fire after an
attempt to drop bombs on the auxiliary cruiser La Savoie,
being towed Into Valona Harbour.

German aeroplane brought down by French flier in Lorraine from a height of nearly ten thousand feet. The dead pilot is seen
imprisoned in his car. Inset: French artillerymen setting fuses at the approach of an enemy aeroplane near Salonika.

The lVai illtestru cci, 8th April, 191b.

Thrills for the Neophyte at a Riding School

Disc oncerting trick of a mule at the remount school somewhere in England.
This mule is doing its best to get rid cf its rider.

Frisky horse which prances perilously, much to The mule unseats the recruit. An everyday occurrence at the riding—
the consternation of one unused to the saddler
school.

Bringing pressure to bcar on an obstinate mount. Five members,of the riding school roping in a mule which has given more than
the ordinary amount of trouble during a lesson.

13th April. 1916.

A PICTURE - RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

Edited by J. A. HAIVIMERTON

HONOUR TO THE BRAVE.—A Canadian lance—corporal being decorated with the Distinguished Conduct Medal on the British
western front. (Official photograph issued by the Press Bureau.)
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The man who turned the tide. General Baifourier, who was in command of the French Twentieth Army Corps, the men wha swept
the Germans off the Plain of Douaumont when the enemy had all but succeeded in carrying the coveted position.

THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXXVI.—The German 'Gamble for Verdun: Second Phase
T the end of February the German
General Staff began to realise the
full power of the French resistance
and determination - before 'Verdun. The
formidable Mackensen wedge tactics which
had proved triumphant against the
munitionless Russian hosts on the Dunajec
were comparatively impotent when applied
to a section of the French front in full
,preparation, naturally 'strong, and supported by an illimitable supply of guns
and shells. Having proceeded so far on an enterprise which they had suggested to the
world Was a foregone "success for the
German arms, the Imperial Command
was in the unhappy predicament of not
being able to withdraw, although it must
have appeared a forlorn hope after the
failure of the hammer - stroke on the
Douaumont anvil ; for one great lesson
of this war is- that victory is synonymous
only- with indisputable success from the
onset of operations.

A

Haeseler Meets His Match
Furthermore, the Germans were ever
hypnotised -by a theory' bequeathed by
the older Moltko to the venerable Haeseler
that the route to _Paris was via the tortuous
Valley of the Meuse. Field-Marshal von
Haeseler; appointed to the Argonne con-imam], as - Prussia's most able strategist,
was entrusted with the responsibility of
winning battles for which the Crown
Prince was to take credit, and thereby gain

the confidence of the -German populace
as heir to the Imperial throne.
Haeseler, -all along, showed himself no
match for the younger :French leaders,
and the failure of his :greatest effort,
erdun; - proves -again the theory that
extreme age is unequal to the:strain made
by modern campaigning on -constitution
and temperament. Tft 'was not surprising„
therefore, that the veteran ;tetiren from
his command before -the -conclusion of
the operation.
Our Allies' Marvellous Fire
The -fittest Gernian - material was
squandered during the first phase of
the battle, and in -order to bring their
battalions tip to strength withs fresh
drafts from the Belgian front; - replenish
stores and munitions, and reorganise the
new line, infantry attacks were suspended
for a period of sixty hours. —
When March opened the attack against
Douaumont se-as -resumed, and after the
customary terrific bombardment, German
infantry was thrown forward in masses
froth the Valley of Les Chambrettes and
the 'Vauche Wood toward the centre
of the plateau, while another strong
converging effort was directed frOm under
the cover of Hardaumont Wood. Having
had several hours in which to make ready
for the second - onslaught, the French
gullners were in a better_ defensive position
than ever and the enemy simply melted
away before our ally's marvellous fire

from batteries concentrated onethelfiateau
itself and on the commanding' -heights
of Fleury, Souville, and Belleville.
So horrible and monotonous was :the
slaughter that -the French artillerymen,
in spite of their natural detestation of -the
Teuton, were moved to compassion for
neon thrown so recklessly upon their guns.
Linder cover of night . the. Getliaans
again brought up fresh divisions in-order
to make another desperate assatgt on
the... morrow, All that day the • enemy
efforts were furious but futile, until the
Crown Prince himself ordered. a final
attack to be made against the -ghastly
plateau. New Prussian brigades giereupon stormed the _plain and, by dint of
numbers -and undoubted courage, actually
succeeded in -penetrating to the. village
of Douaumont, where hand-to-hand encounters ensued between the adversaries
on either side •of the main street.
Across the Meuse
On March 6th, -for the first time daing.
the -Verdun operation, the enemy heavily
attacked on the west bank of the Meuae,
carrying the village of Forges, but were
repulsed on Goose Hill and Dead Man's
Hill, which constitute French artillery
positions of incalculable valtie.
Concurrently large-calibre guns opened
fire from the German :positions in - the
Woevre Plain near Fresnes, preliminary
to strong infantry attacks from this region,
[Continued on page 196
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Near Verdunhere the War is Fierce & Furious

Fr:cnch'. " 75 " gun the target of a German
280 mm. wear on. The tatter, however, failed
to-ilit the mark, though the state of the grounJ
;:raves that its she'ls fell near enough.

Striking proof of the undaunted heroism and ready -risciur6iCof the French Ar:fr.y. During a fierce bombardment in the Verdun
sector the troops of our ally retired to a wood, and- rapidly org-anised Anew position by felling trees and digging trenches. Inset:
French Alpine Artillery on their way to thb firing-line in the Vosges region.
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which were repulsed by the French in the
narrow thoroughfares of the village to
the accompaniment of sanguinary handto-hand encounters.
Thus, a consistent offensive was kept
going from the extreme west of the Meuse
to the Woevre, though the main German
effort appears temporarily to have swung
round to the west bank. The Hun, like
a caged beast roaming frantically from
side to side as if seeking for a loose bar
in its prison, was searching for a weak
spot in the long French line.
The capture of Forges and Hill 265,
and the-footing gained by the Germans in
Crow's Wood, would have proved a serious
affair for the French had the enemy been
able to push forward and take the fullest
advantage of the inevitable disorganisation Consequent upon our ally's tactical
withdrawal. Owing to fatigue, and probably bad leadership, the Germans stopped
the attack for twelve hours, giving the
French ample time not only to consolidate
the new line, but to assume the offensive
and drive the Germans out of the wood.
The combat for these appropriately and
sinister named positions—Crow's Wood
and Dead Man's Hill—approached in fury
anything that had happened around
Douaumont. Whenever the German
infantry attempted to advance the French

To the ftret line on board motor-lorries. How the modern French
goes into battle near Verdun.,

artillery held them piecemeal, strewing
the vernal grass with shattered men.
A French private who was wounded in
this sector- relates that the German

man-at-ar

infantry was so- densely concentrated on
a small space that, though - killed by the
French shells, the corpses remained in a
standing position. To add to the honor
of the scene, flocks of enemy battle-planes
hovered above the wood like hawks over
their prey, dropping bombs indiscriminately from the sky into the inferno.
On the evening of - March 9th the
Germans began a series of strong attacks
on Vaux, situated slightly to the east of,
Douaumont, but were unable to make any
progress. This, however, did not prevent
the enemy from circulating the audacious
lie that the village and fort of Vaux had
fallen. Striving to make the premature announcement coincide with fact, the German
General Headquarters ordered further attacks on Vaux on March Irth and t6th. no
feWer than five taking place on the latter
date, but all were effectively repulsed with
appalling losses to the enemy.
Fuel for the Crematoria

Supplies of large-calibre shells on their way to the front try lorry. The French
organisation of transport-to and from Verdun is largely responsible for the success
of our ally's nreat resistance.

Returning to the west bank of the
Meuse, desperate efforts were continued
to batter a way through to Crow's Wood,
Bethincourt, and Dead Man's Hill, but
these, too, turned out to be hopeless; only
piling up the - dead to be degpateltd by
rail to the crematoria in Belginm.
The battle now had lasted nearly
month, and it _is safe to say th#, the
Germans made very little appreciable
progress towards their goal, in spite of
every conceivable effort, two tlicipSann
massed pieces of heavy artillery: arid the
finest fighting men available „in the egfritral
Empires. There is-every mason idlaelieve
that the Verdun attempt was the most
deliberately planned, of. all the schemes
of the German General Staff.
So certain were the Junkers of the
power of 'their, artillery that officers
assured their men, 1.N. ho showed _some
disinclination at first to ad-wade agiairiSt
what they believed to be A. _Stone wall,
that they would only have to march 'into
the dead city as it parading before the
Kaiser on the Tempelhofer Field in
Berlin. Some of the hapless units were
-by no means convinced of this. Fprthe
First time on record German officers Made
a practice of leading their men to the
assault, a custom contrary to the enemy's
military system. Thus it was-that a large
percentage of officers were killed during
A: B.
the first weeks of the battle.

Where the Germans Were Shattered at Doua _out

Until the end of FebruaryDouaumont was but an obscure village
on the Meuse salient, but since then it has borne the brunt of the
Verdun offensive, and this curious word with four consecutive
vowel sounds will be remembered as the scene of the most
appalling slaughter ever imaained. Thousands of Germans

met thetr fate on the Douaumont Ridge, being shattered piece—
meal by the French artillery. The town itself was taken and
retaken four times. This remarkable impression is of one
extremity of the village. In the background is seen the ridge
leadina up to the fort rushed by the Brandenburaers.
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Canadians Adopt the Shrapnel-Proof Casque

German shell bursting in the Canadian
trenches on the Br,tish western front.
OfficiaI photograph isst.ed by the Press
Bureau.)

Canadian infantry in the -trenches ready to repel an attack. Inset ; A rrcnch chateau close to the Canadian lines which had- been
wrecked by German shell fire. (Official photographs issued by the Press Bureau.)
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Hunting for Rats on the Western Front

Official photograph of Canadian soldiers hunting for rats in a French wood. These pests have been so numerous at the front that
, the fighting men are never more happy than when they have put some of them " hors de combat."

Canadian infantry officially photographed in a French wood which swarmed with rats.

na
THE DYING. GASBAG, 1.15. - Vivid impression of Zeppelin L15 in her death—
throes off the Thames **Wary. Five of these cruisers of the skies raided Britain on the
night of March, 31st, twe on, April let, and si?t on April 2nd. The 1.15, one of the night—

raiders of March 31st, was crippled either by gun lire or by bombs dropped by one of our
airmen at nine thousand feet. The colotisial alrehlp brbke in the middle and fell from a great
height into the sea. Patrol boats rescued sevehteen of the crew, who quickly surrendered.

ti
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Stormy Days in the Threat d Protectorate

After a stormy night in the desert. Egypt is by no means immune from
cold wind and weather, as the appearance of these Britons testifies.

THE enemy have always hoped to strike at
Egypt, and every attempt has been made
to convince the Allies that such is their purpose.
It is possible that the Germans were unable to
get the support of the Turks in such an enterprise
aaer the fall of Erzerum. Turkey is not too
pleased with the turn of events-, and has frequently
expressed a desire for peace, but a few powerful
Ottomans in the hands of- the Junkers hold undisputed sway over the Sultan's Empire. But
for the Senussi tribes, doubtless incited to mischief
by the promise of German gold, things are as
usual along the Nile though all precautions
naturally have been taken to guard against any
attack in force.
These exclusive photographs, which reach us
from a correspondent in Egypt, are singularly
novel in showing that the Land of the Nile is by no
means immune from stormy times, in spite of the
fact that there is no Turkish invasion in the
immediate programme.

Two irrepressible Britons going through their toilet
The water having failed, they are making the best
of a bad job with yesterday's supply in the well.

A quiet pipe outside a re—erected tent which was
blown down during the storm.

R.A.M.C. station on the brink of an oasis in the Egyptian desert. A
heavy wind was blowing, judging from the movement of the palms.

The storm at the R.A.M.C. headquarters was so violentthat several of the
tents were blown clown, and the men's greatcoats came in very handy in
the circumstances.
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With the Empire Forces in Tropic Centres

Native soldiers who fought against the German Cameroon boarding a tug from a
pinnace to be conveyed to another part of the West African Coast.

Hospital barge proceeding along the River Tigris. It is driven by an air propeller.
Inset: Native sentry of the Belgian Congo at a look—out post.

Turkish prisoners captured by the army marching to relieve General Townshend at Kut—el—Amara. The swarthy ,appearance
of these warriors of the Sultan is remarkable. The operations against the Turks in Mesopotamia are prolonged principally
on account of transport difficulty, but this is being remedied.

Following the R iie Column I o

Kut

armlets battery in the desert while on the way to relieve General Townshend and his force, besieged in Kut-el-Amara since the
retreat from Ctesiphon, eighteen miles below Bagdad. General Townsfiend's division captured Ctesiphon on November lath, 1915.

urics captured diaring the fighting for Kut among-the burning. sandhille on the right--bank of the Tigris. So intense' is
,the heat
in Mesopotamia that, even when advancing unhindered by thorenemy,•our troops
can seldom march more than eight miles ina day.

Bridge of boats built by Indian sappers in Mesopotamia. One gFeat advantage enjoyed by the Indo-British Force, among their many
difficulties anti hardships, is that, with our access to the sea, we can increase and replenish our Tigris transport indefinitely.

Spare Time War Work on a Battleship at Sea
xwm:41.?..g41.1iNMA

ua
During intervals of the North Sea vigil officers and men of
the Grand yleet employ their leisure moments in war Work. In
the dog-watch munitions are turned out with great enthusiasm.
This illustration shows the interior of a ward-room where

officers are busy making rope grummets to protect driving
bands of shells. The Commander is seen on the left unwinding a piece of rope, While behind him at the table another
officer is testing the length of the grummet by a wooden gaugt,
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Cossacks Search for Wounded with Electric Torch

Cossacks tracking their way across the sncw at night with
electric torches. Many a wounded Russian, lying helpless and
overlooked during a rapidly—moving engagement, owes his life
to the hand "searchlights" which form part of the equipment
of the Cossack when he is on outpost or patrol duty. Primarily

they are carried to assist the riders in finding their way at night,
discovering obstacles, examining suspected trars, exrlaring
pathways in dark forest recesses, and ior signalling. In this
picture a troop of Cossacks is seen galloping over a road near
the scene cf recent fighting searching for wounded.

ANY -irfttrirON IN OLOSE CONIFLICT.—Illustration, reproduced from an enemy
newspaper, representing an attack by the Russians against the Austro—Hungarian posi—
tions on.the Bessarabian front. Renewed activity on the part of the Russians has manifested

itself of late all along the extensive front, Our eastern ally, thanks] partly to the, active
co—operation of Japan, and a thoroogh reorganisation of her own munition factories, has,
to a great ektent, remedied the shell shorta"ge responsible for the fail of War s aw.
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French Colonials Getting into Fighting Fettle

Algerian Tiraillou re in training. Numbers of these native soldiers
hays already proved their worth as flg hters for the Tricolour.

Fran

urdy coloured warriors from Algeria learning to dig trenches and to wage war by European methods. Inset : Algerians,
or "Turcos." at firing practice in one of the cleverly—masked trenches near their training Camp.

War Time Pets : More Units of the Mascot Battalion

A certain handyman who is so expert with the needle that he is
kept fairly busy repairing his comrades' uniforms.

Sergt.—Major Badcock showing his Mili—
tary Cross to two admiring Scouts.

Married patriots. Two privates, the total of whose families
numbers twenty—two, three of whom are on active service.

" Biddy," a mascot which has been through
Heligoland and Dogger Bank fights.

Jacko on the barrel. Novel perch of a mascot monkey with the
forces in East Africa,

Nurses attending the wounds of itheir
mascot, a present from an officer-patient.

His " naturalisation papers." Tying the Union Jack round the
neck of a mascot captures from the Germans in East Africa,
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All Aboard for the War Zone. T.B.D. as Transport

Troops scattered over the worki and playing apart in the variant;
war zones, sometimes experience novel forms of transport.
They always enjoy thoroughly a trip with the Sister Service.

Pleasant journey with stern work ahead. Soldiers aboard a destroyer, being transported to a new field of operations. Inset :
Embarking for a trip that might have been a holiday cruise from the keenness of the Tommies, and their interest in all they saw.
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The Impending Naval Campaign
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

A

FEW weeks ago I pointed out that
the German Navy is merely an
important branch of the machine
controlled by the German General Staff.
That body is constantly striving after a
decision on one of the two fronts in order
that it may concentrate on the other.
On the western side the German Navy
renders its best service by remaining
" in being," and therefore the German
General Staff is unlikely to allow it to
meet our Grand Fleet except on a counsel
of despair.
German Naval Usages

- Its existence sensibly relieves the
German Army in regard to the troops
required for the defence of the coast and
in Schleswig. In the Baltic, along the
402 miles from Kiel to Libau, where an
advanced naval base has been fully prepared, and in any future work along
x72 miles from Libau to Riga on the
Dwina, active operations along the coast
(which is in German hands up to about
twenty-five miles from the Dwina's
mouth) is of the utmost value to the Army.
For these reasons I believe that the German General Staff will make very considerable demands on the German Fleet
as soon as the Baltic is free from ice and
the dry season ashore allow of combined
operations.
It is certain that the Germans will
make a speculation concerning the two
entrances to the Gulf of Riga, and count
on the ordinary break up of the ice to
deprive the Russians of mine-fields at
the entrance of the gulf if they are sufficiently alert to prevent new ones being
laid. The price of such vigilance is
the toll paid to submarines. They
cannot, however, prevent mine-fields
being laid over selected waters inside
. the gulf. It is also recognised , that
both in regard to the safety of these
operations cod of the supplies from
Sweden which are so important, it is
imperative to prevent British submarines
from entering the Baltic through the
Sound, while the mine-fields are regarded
as effectually closing the other two
channels by the Great and Little Belts.
Consequently, there is a dispersion of
force to the region off Trelleborg, near
the Sound, in Sweden, or over 280 miles
from Libau. This spot is about 35o
miles from the Russian mine area at
the entrance of the Gulf of Riga, where
the German Navy incurred losses last
year.

without cleaning the fires, and the worse
- The German Admiralty is thus faced
the coal -the worse the situation.
with - the- threefold problem of providing
Whatever provision - is made for the
a potential defensive force for -the North
Sound, it is an absolutely lost force so
Sea; an active defence for the entrance
far as Riga operations, 350- miles or more to the Baltic, capable of reinforcement
away, are concerned. So soon as Prince
and relief from Kiel 139 miles away ;
Henry is committed to tdeliiga operations
and -an offensive force, tied by military,
rather than naval; considerations,- tonettre. Plate:force mtglitnbe,Ay,erwheImed:-tStse.es
n pre:(r'e4Gulf of Riga. We know pretty7Welktlie tin spite: -of- theslinine ,fieldrsa
Trelleborg force, but what decision will :British - cruisers, destroyers,..-aart
be made in regard to -the-other matters- - .marines from _'.entering the - Baltic.' a
channel has tohe left for.nentral-caramerce.
remains to be seen. We 'tan by. eettain
The. -Germans cannot --mine territorial
operations in the -North Sea force the
waters, though. what .they might condisclosure of some details.
ceivably do in the four -hours or so which As frigates were the eyes of the battles
would elapse from the- receipt of news
ships in regard to surrounding dangers
that- a- British squadron ems making for
in the old days, so now the deStroyers
the Sound I cannot say. It is unlikely are the protective 'eyes- of the fleet in
that they would have mines at immediate
regard to submarines. The Germans
call.
have lost nearly thirty during the war,
. What, .then, is Prince- Henry to_ do ?
but their Baltic firms are sure to have
The' nearest point to .Riga for him .to
been turning out a heavier-gunned type,
create a destroyer -base -is the captured
which ought now to be entering on service
Russian port of Windau, about 155
as a-surpriseefor us. I doubt it they can
miles from Riga, and this will undoubtedly .
produce the best types, as the economy
be. done. If le succeeds in bringing all.
of weight and efficiency of running is
except twenty- destroyers to the. Baltic
the result of oil fuel, which they dare not
from the North Sea, he cannot have less
use.
than :forty-eight at Kiel (Kielato TrelleThe Destroyers
borg is 139 miles) to work
. in three reliefs
,sixteen
so as - to - have
Not only this, but wear and tear, and
Sound
destroyers the use of fuel inferior to Welsh coal,
These wilt be no match. for 'a,:deizeni of
must have reduced the probable numbers
the better armed and larger British
of destroyers available to less than one
destroyers, so he will have to stiffen-them
hundred of good speed but poor endurance
with fast cruisers, and the wear and tear
for the distances to be covered. It is of keeping full speed • at command - in
worth remembering that even with our
case of . submarine attack will be conmuch larger oil-fuel destroyers this factor
siderable. This leaves him thirty-two
of endurance is vital. For instance, the
destroyers, on a liberal estimate, for the
distance from the nearest British port of
Riga operations,- to work in two- reliefs
Peterhead to the Skew is 403 miles ; and
at first and subsequently, as the distance
then for a dash through the Cattegat
lengthens, in three reliefs._
and Sound, into the Baltic, 193 miles
has to be traversed at full speed. Such
Possible Russian- Raid
a dash, accompanied by cruisers, etc.,
As
regards
the
capital ships—if lie does
is a necessity if a way is to be cleared
not take Dreadnoughts—Kiel is 546
for the submarines into the Baltic, since
miles from Riga, while_ the fast Russian
the latter have no escaping depths - in
Dreadnoughts -in .the . Gulf of Finland
the shallow channel of the Sound.
may be less than half that - distance away.
The distances, however, would exhaust
Who would care to undertake operations
so much fuel as to necessitate a fresh
against the shore and up a gulf in such
supply to get back to the base, and
circumstances ? On the other hand, the
illustrates -the difference that would be
Baltic is wide, and Admiral -Kanine who
made by the use of a base in Norway or_ -commands a: RusSian fleet,. miglitaraige
Denmark.
down to Trelleborg itself - and open - the
In the case of -the German- destroyers
way for the - -British submarines. These
this handicap is increased by the use of
are some of - -the' `problems'_ confronting
inferior coal instead of oil. It is not -- -Prince Henry which ..I have no- space•to
possible to run a destroyer at full speed
discuss, but a they, afford.,; some pretty
with coal • for so long as four ehbiirs :exercises in naval strategy

Seaplane scudding gracefully along the surface of the waves, just before rising into the air to begin reconnaissance duty. In the
background is a battleship, sombre and dignified, and forming a strange contrast to the swift flutterings of the white "sea-bird."
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Mine Perils of the Patrol and Submarine

Mine—sweeper temporarily abandoned in case
a captured mine should explode. it had become
entangled in the mine—sweeping wire.

-4/-

Submarine's dangerous neighbour. The sinister globe was in such a position that at any moment it threatened to explode through
being washed against the side of the submarine. Eventually it was cut adrift. Inset : Dummy periscope attached to a German
mine. The mine—sweeper narrowly missed destruction by ramming the supposed submarine. This is a favourite enemy trick.

With the Baffled Foe on Four Fighting Fronts

The state of Serbian roads may be gathered from this photo—
graph showing a German officer's carriage up to its axles in mud.

Large bridge atJerablus, where the Bagdad Railway crosses the
River Euphrates, a hundred miles east of Alexandretta

gefgzw::4P
How a Hungarian advance guard forges ahead under the
protection of an iron shield.

Bavarian troops resting in a ruined village near Verdun, preparatory to returning to the suicidal assault on the Frenote positions,
Inset: Curious effect of shell fire on a villa in liberated Alsace,
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Veterans of Kossovo Line

11,c War Illustratcd, 15th April, Ale.

In the Strand

Novsl sight for Londoners. Newly—arrived Serbian troops lined up at Charing Cross Station. The men looked very pleased
with their fresh environment, and were keenly interested in London during their march through the streets.

Detachment of
of Serbian troops marching through the Strand. Before they had graced-fed far from Charing Cross they were
followed by a large crowd. Their splendid physique and smart appearance evoked the admiration of all who saw them.

1
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WHAT A BOMBARDMENT LOOKS LIKE.—This remarkable photograph gives a of shrapnel explosions can be seen. These form an, effective curtain fire. The bursting
realistic impression of an actual bombardment of • the,"German trenches. A number
of a shell, of large calibre can also be seen. In the background are the German trenches.

EAST MEETS WEST AT THE FRONT.—This is not the peaceful manceuvre ground
on an. English, plain, but a stirring. scene within sound of the guns at the front. A

detachment of British artillery on the, way up to the front is passing the camp of ari
Indian Cavalry Division, the latter composed of some of tho finest horsemen in tho world.
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Britain's Rol of Honoured Dead

Major A: L. BICKFORD,
UM., Rifles, Indian Army.

Lieut. H. R. ANDREWS,
West Yorks Rest.

Dept. M. S. RICHARDSON,
Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

Lieut. R. L. KNOTT,
Northumberland Fusiliers.

Capt. J. D. WADDELL,
Royal Fusiliers.

Lieut. G. A. J. GRAVES,
Mounted Rifles.

Capt. C. T. D. BERRINGTON,
Lancers, Indian Army.

Lieut. H. F. GARRETT,
East Yorkshire Regt.

Lieut. L. H. F. ROBINSON,
East Surrey Regt.

ajor Arthur Louis Bickford,
Rifles, Indian Army, entered the queen's
4Royal West Surrey Regiment) in August, 1892. and transferred to the Indian Army.
li4Augnst,--1914. he was appointed to the Staff of the D.A.A.-G. Before the present war he,
saw service in the Tirah Campaign (1897-98), and received the medal with two clasps; in
Ii OS ho was employed in the operations in the Zakka Khel country. For these services
he was mentioned in despatches, received the brevet rank of major, and was decorated
with the medal and clasp. Major Bickford, who was the son of Admiral Andrew Kennedy
Bickford, C.M.G., was made a Companion of the Order of the Indian Empire in 1911.
Captain Mervyn Stronge Richardson, Royal Welsh Fusiliers, was twenty-one years
of age. and the youngest son of Captain Arthur Percy Richardson and Mrs. Richardson
of Purton House, Wiltshire. He received his commission in August, 1974, and reached
the rank of captain in December. 1915. He had been fourteen months on active service,
and had been recommended for an honour by both his commanding officer and the general
commanding.
Captain Caradoc Trevor Davies Berrington, Lancers, Indian Army, attached Royal
Field Artillery, obtained his first commission in the Royal Artillery in July, 1906, and
joined the Indian Army, with the same rank. in September, 1908.
;Lieut. Charles H. F. A. Newton, King's Royal Rifle Corps, was the, only -surviving
son of Mr. Francis J. :Newton, CA-4E, C.M.G., Treasurer of the British South Airiest Company, Rhodesia.

Sec.-Lieut. R. E. MAY,
Highland Light Infantry.

Lieut. E. M. THOMPSON,
Yorkshire Regiment.

Lient. A. IA. WARREN,
Border Regiment.

M

Lient. C. L. SMITH,
Gordon Highlanders.

Sec.-Lieut. C. C. POCOCK,
East Surrey Regt.

lieut. N. MORICE,
East Yorkshire Regt.

Sec.-Lent. E. B. PEDDER,
Hussars,

Lieut. A. H. BELL,
CanadiauIdounted Rifles.

See.-Lient. H. W. T. ARM- Lieut. C. H. A. F. NEWTON, •. Lt. M. J. VINCENT4ACKSON; Sec.-LienEd'. G. ?GREGORY,
STRONG, East. Surrey Regt.
Kines Royal Rifle Corps,
• 'Sherwood Foresters.;
London
Portraits by &mine, Rossano, Elliott it', Fry, Lafayette, Watson.
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Chronology of Events, March 1st to 31st, 1916
MAR. I.—German seaplane raids the South- .
East Coast. A child of nine months killed,
In the region of 'Verdun there is no
infantry attack. West of the Meuse the
German bombardment continues in the
zone between Malancourt and Forges.
H.M.S. Primula, a mine-sweeper carrying out patrol duties, torpedoed and sunk
in the East Mediterranean. All officers
and crew saved. but three.
$IAR. z.—Verdun Battle, 12th Day.—To the
north and in the Woevre district the
eneiny's artillery fire increases on the
whole front, and principally against Dead
Man's Hill, the Pepper Ridge, and the
Douaumont Ridge. At Fresnes, a dozen
miles south-east of Verdun, the enemy
reach some of the French positions, but
are thrown back by counter-attack.
British explode five mines near the
Hohenzollern Redoubt and occupy the
craters, and on the Ypres-Comic es Canal
consolidate positions taken, which include 200 yards of enemy's original trench.
Russians take Bitlis.
Di 1R. 3.—Hot fighting near village of Donau:.
mont, French holding the upper part or
the knoll on the northern slope. A Shari,
counter-attack enables French to regain
ground in immediate vicinity of the
village.
4.—Violent cannonade on left bank of
the Meuse at Hill 304 and at Goose Hill.
Germans succeed in gaining a footing in
village of Douaumont, from which they
were driven on March 3.
Russian troops occupy Atina on the
Black Sea coast.
ii 5.—Verdun Battle. In the wood to
Mx
the east of Vacherauville fon the Meuse
north-east of Verdun) an attack by the
Germans against French advanced positions completely repulsed.
Zeppelin raid over eight Eastern Counties, 13 killed and 33 injured.
MAR. 6.—Germans enter the village of Forges,
but are repulsed at -Goose Hill. In
Champagne they launch an attack difficult-panted by jets of liquid fire upon French
positions between Mont Tetu and Maisons
de Champagne.
7.—Germans capture Hill 265 at the
price of heavy loss.
Russians capture Rizeh, forty miles east
of Trebizond,
MAR. 8.—French repulse a great German
infantry attack west of the Meuse in the
region of Bethincourt.
French air squadrons, consisting of is
machines, drop 124 bombs on tic' McuzSablons station.
MAR, o.—Verdun Battle. French sillash a
German mass attack in the region of the
village of Faux, north-east of Verdun.
West of the Meuse they make further
progress in the Crow's Wood.
Mesopotamia Campaign.—War Office
announces that on Mar. 6 General Aylmer
reached Es-Sinn, seven miles east of
Rut-el-Amara. He attacked enemy on
Mar. 8, but - was unable to dislodge him.
War Offite announces, that General
Smuts' troops have advanced against
German forces in the Kilimanjaro area,
and seized the crossings of the Laud
River with insignificant loss.
Russian torpedo-boat, Lieutenant Postehiffi torpedoed by enemy submarine off
Varna.
British air raid by thirty-one machines
against the Germans' railhead and billets
at Carvin.
so.—eGermans succeed in retaltilig the
Crow's Wood.
War Office announces General Aylmer,
alter operating seven to eight miles from
the Tigris on the right bank, in consequence of lack of water, was obliged to
fall back on the river.
Portugal joins the Allies.
1)4AR, Ir.—Italian artillery vigorously bombard enemy positions at the bridgelwad
of Gorizia.

MAR. r2_—Russia reports her troops have
occupied Kirind, in Persia, on the way to
Bagdad.
Admiralty announces that mercantile
fleet auxiliary llauyette strikes a mine
off the East Coast and sinks. Casualties,
two officers and twelve men.
Mods. I3.—Report from. General Smuts on
battle Which commenced on Mar. is
against the German-prepared positions On
the Kitova Hills, west of Tayeta (on the
north-eastern border of German East
Africa), refers to bravery of South African
troops.
Rtissians report that they drove back
the Turks in the region of the 'River
Kalapritamhs (thirty miles east of 'Trichiiond), and captured eight guns in the
operations near Kermanshah.
Mom. .1.4.—New Verdun Attack.—Norill-west
of the fortress German heavy min fire
redoubled in intensity. Repulsed on the
whole front, the enemy gain a footing only
at two points of French trenches, between
Bethincourt and Dead Man's Hill.
Italians capture enemy positions hi
the San Martino zone.
War Office reports that the Semassi
from Tripoli - has crumpled up. The
British reoccupy Sollum. the frontier post
in Western Egypt ; fifty Arabs killed
arid three guns taken.
I\IAR. I5.--Verdun at tack slackens. French
recover a portion of the small area which
Germans took from them on Mar. Il,
Getman East Africa.-L-Gencral Smuts
reports another-success by Capturing
Moshi, the Most important town in the:
north-east of German East Africa.
MAR. r6.—Despatch from General Lake pubfished, reporting, that the Turks .were
-attacked in an advanced position on the
Tigris on Mar. in and " a considerable.
number bavorieted,"- but the British
column then withdrew.
Resignation of Grand-Admiral - Tirpitz
officially announced from Berlin.
Dutch is,000-ton liner Tubantia torpedoed off the North Hinder Light:
British spring mines on the Double
Crassier, south-west of Epos.
General Gallieni, French MiniSter of
War, resigns through ill-health, and is
succeeded by General Rogues.
MAR. m7.—TO the north of the Aisne an enemy
attack - directed against a 'French poSt
to the south-east of the Bois des Burtle
repulsed after hand-grenade fighting.
MAR. i8.—Germans, by exploding mines, recapture three craters at the Hohenzollern Redoubt.
German attacks between \faux and the
woods to the south of the Harchiumont
Farm stopped by French fire.
Dutch liner Ealembang torpedoed and
sunk off the Galloper Lightship.
MAR, I0.—Air Raid on Kent. —Four- German
seaplanes drop bombs on Ramsgate,
Margate, Deal, and Dover—thirteen
killed and thirty-one wounded, hligtaCommander Bone, R.N.A .S., in a singleseater aeroplane, pursued . one
the
German seaplanes thirty miles out to sea,
where, after an action lasting a quarter
of an hour, he forced it to descend.
Russians repulse a German attack
south of -Dvinsk. MAR. 2.0.--Announced that-H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales has arrived in Egypt on appointment as Staff Captain on the Staff of the
General Officer Commanding-in-Chief the
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force,
Great Allied Air Raid. Sixty-five British,
French, and Belgian machines carrying
four and a half tons of bombs drop them
on the German air stations at Zeebrugge
and Houtliane.
Verdun, 30th Day of Battle.—The Cern-tans, having failed at every other point,
extend their attacks on Verdun farther
to the west. With a new division and
the use of flame projectors they make
a violent attack between Malancourt and

As' .court, but their assault 6
. broken up by
French with severe loss to the enemy.
Russians capture two villages south of
Dvinsk and bridgehead on the Dniester.
MAR. .21—Gershans, after violent fighting and
using jets of flaming liquid, make their
way to the southern edge of Avocourt
Wood. The French inflict heavy loss
on enemy, and prevent advance.
Renewed Russian offensive in the north
and south of their line..
Naval Skirmish in North Sea.—Four
British destroyers attack and elitist
three Gertnan destroyers; on the Belgian
coast..The enemy fled, making for
Zeebrugge, but two German boats were
hut. Our casualties were four wounded.
dl . 22.—On the small knoll of Haucourt the
Germans succeed in gaining a tooting.
Activity along Whole Russian front
especially at lacobstadt, in the Tellermetz Lotra region, and on 4.he southwestern shore of Lake Naralch.
Russians occupy ispahan.
General Cadorna arrives in London,
Map. 23.—Announced that Major-General Sir
George F. Gorringe, K.C.B., appointed
temporary Lieutenant -General r n Mesopot amia.
- British Front Extended.—In official report from Headquarters announced that
there has been artillery activity about
Fricourt, Gommecourt, Hohenzollern Redoubt, and Soothes.
MA . 24.—Cross-Channel steamship Sussex
torpedoed off .the French coast on her
passage from Folkestone to Dieppe.
- Feared loss of a hundred persons.
Liner Minneapolis torpedoed in the
Mediterranean, with loss of eleven lives.
yIAR. 25.—German Raider Sunk,
n irait y
announces that an engagement tool; place
on Feb. 29 in North Sea between the
tamed German raider Greif, disguised as
a Norwegian merchant vessel, and Hatt
armed Merchant cruiser Alcantara (Captain T. E. Wardle, R.N.). The engagement resulted in the loss of both vessels,
the German raider being sunk by gun fire,
and the Alcantara apparently 6eing.torpedoed.
Raid on Zeppelin Sheds.—British seaplanes attack German airship sheds in
Schleswig-Holstein; east of the island of
Cs IL escorted to their rendezvous, close
to the Gerinan coast, by a force of light
cruisers and destroyers under Commander
yrwhitt . three of the seaplanes miss. H.31. torpedo-boat destroyer Medusa
collide_ With H.M. torpeffifeboat destroyer
Laverock, and former souk. Two German antic(' patrM vessels sunk.
MAR. 26.—Russian offensive continues:
trenches captured at Postary.
Mac. 27.—British Push near Ypres.—After exploding mines infantry of the Northumberland Fusiliers and Royal Fusiliers assault
the German salient at St. Eloi Isouth of
Ypres), successfully taking the front and
second-line trenches on a front of sortie
600 yards. Heavy casualties caused to the
enemy. Our captures were two German
officers and 168 men.
Great Allied Conference opens in Paris..
MAR. 2.8.—Russia's fight for Trebizcind. Our
ally's troops dislodge Turks from their
positions in the region of the Baltatchi
Darassi River (thirty miles east of the
pert of Trebizond), and after an engage,
meat occupy the town of Of.
MAR. 20.—French storm Ayecourt Redoubt,
and advance 30 t yards.
MAR. 3o.--General Polivanoff, Russian War
Minister, resigns.
Hest' fight inc rouncl Ve:chin. Germans
attack Preach positions on skirts of Fort
Douaumont with aid of liquid fire, but
repulsed.
MAR. 31.—C r own Prince of Serbia arrives in
London.
Zeppelin raid on Eastern Counties ;
killed, 66 injured. Zeppelin Lis disabled
and cress- cant med.
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A PICTURE - RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

YOUNG SUBALTERN'S SIGNAL COURAGE AT ST. EL01.—
The capture of the St. Eloi salient by the British was a spirited
affair. The regiments concerned were the Royal Fusiliers and
Northumberland Fusiliers. At the outset of the assault many
soldiers' lives were saved by the cool courage of an officer and

Edited by J. A. HANIMERTON

two or three men. From the ruined house atthe apex of the salient
a German machine—gun, with its crew of six, who had recovered
from the tremendous shock of bombardment, opened fire. The
subaltern dashed straight for it and threw a bomb at close range,
which knocked out the gun with its officer and several men.
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ROMANCE OF RAIL-POWER IN THE
How the Issues of Great Events have
Hinged upon Control of the Iron Roads

By Edwin A. Pratt
Author of "The Rise of Rail-Power in War and Conquest"

I

F, in the early days of the nineteenth century, when
Napoleon's troops were marching across Europe,
anyone had suggested that the time would come when
armies would be transported, and campaigns more or less
fought, by steam, the reply would probably have been,
" Sir, you are romancing.'
To-day the world has become so accustomed to the use
of railways for an almost endless variety of purposes in
the carrying on of warfare, that the real nature of the
innovation is not alwat s adequately appreciated: One
fails, as it were, to see the wood because of the trees.
Yet if we seek to gain a view of the situation as a whole,
we shall find that while the application of steam to warfare
is, in itself, no longer a matter of " romancing," there is,
nevertheleSs, a distinct element of romance in the role
that railways are called upon to play in the greatest crisis
by which nations may be visited.
Rail-Power and Mobilisation
If there is danger of invasion by a neighbouring country,
then, on the declaration of war, there must be rushed to the
frontier a sufficient body of troops—" troupes de
couverture," as they are called in France to prevent
any possible attempt on the part of the enemy to send
across that frontier an advance guard which would seek
to keep a way open for the greater force to follow.
At the same moment the order for mobilisation is issued,
summoning reservists to their headquarters, from all parts
of the country ; and this is followed b y the concentration
of the troops at or near to the seat of war.
ALI these things must needs to-dav be done by

urgency in their accomplishment may be a matter of
absolutely vital importance. "In military operations',"
says Captain H. W. Tyler, R.E., in his paper on " Railways
Strategically Considered," " victory is a question of days,
or hours, or sometimes even of minutes in the movement
of troops when the forces are on anything like an equality."
By what means, however, is the guarantee secured that,
whenever an emergency arises, whether suddenly or otherwise, the railways will be prepared to respond instantly
to the demands of the military authorities, and provide
the trains which are to play the part of the magic carpet
in the fairy-tale, by conveying the troops wherever they may
be wanted, and this without any loss of those days, hours,
or even minutes which may be of such momentous importance ?
War Time-Tables in Peace Time
These results arc attained, not by force of a magician's
powers, but as the result of plans and preparations made
years in advance, it may be, by organised bodies of railwaymen and military authorities who, even while the nations
are at perfect—or apparently perfect—peace, are drawing
up their war time-tables and making every possible provision in advance for the transport of troops, supplies,
guns, munitions, and all the other needs of an army whenever their countrt- may be engaged in war. So perfect
should this machinery be that the pulling of a lever will
set it in motion when the word " mobilisation'' is sent
through the land.
It may be suggested that, although these peace- me
ztcd
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Network of communications on the outbreak of war, indicating the principal railways of Europe and Asia Minor, the most
interesting of which is the Berlin—Constantinople—Bagdad line. It will easily be seen that the Central Empires' rail—power
preponderated considerably over that of Russia's.
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Round About the Great Bri *sh Camp in France

Feed well, fight well—Tommy does both. Our photograph shows
roast beef being taken from a field—kitchen, a welcome change
from " bully."

British ambulance workers at Verdun. They rendered excellent
service in tending General Petain's heroes, and received special
mention by the French Command.

Mud and mounts. A striking photograph depicting the mass of mud encountered at a British horse depot behind the lines in France.
Throughout the campaign our Army horses have been well looked after despite their inactivity due to trench warfare.

The War Illustrated, 22nd April, 1916.
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,•
preparations are made in each of the leading countries, a
railway is an uncertain means of transport in time of war
because traffic along it can be so readily dislocated by the
blowing up of a ridge or the tearing up of some rails ;
but here, also, preparations are made to provide for all
emergencies. In the American Civil War a foreman -in
charge of a Federal construction party claimed to be able
to rebuild a railway bridge (timber) about as fast as a
dog could trot," and onlookers were heard to declare
that " the Yankees can build bridges quicker than the
Rebs ' can burn them down." Since those days all the
chief countries of Europe, at least, have organised their
permanent corps of engineer troops, who are trained in
everything connected with the building, repair, destruction,
or working of railways in war-time, provision also being
made for their being supplemented, as necessary, by bodies
of railwaymen.
Is there not, also, an element of romance in the distances
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rushed her troops across the interior of that country
fil'om west to east; or from east to west, in order to carry
on simultaneous campaigns at two separate fronts hundreds
of miles apart. But for the railways such movements as
these would be impracticable. Even as it is, they are
suggestive of Jules Verne fiction rather than of sober
reality.
Nor, when they go to war, do nations depend exclusively
on railways already constructed. Even while desperate
conflicts are in progress, the railway construction corps
immediately in the rear of the troops engaged therein may
be laying fresh lines of light railways to facilitate the
arrival of reinforcements, heavy artillery, munitions, and
so on. When Germany went to war in 1914 she had op
hand great accumulations of material for these military
railways, lengths of rails being already fastened to sleepers
so that the complete sections, conveyed on trucks and laid
along ordinary roads, required only to be connected one
with another in order to offer all the advantages of a
light railway, or a tramway, the motive power being
provided either by horses or by diminutive locomotives
also brought on trucks by the ordinary railways,
Similar lines are often laid for the conveyance of guns,
munitions, or stores along the trenches or to some
fortified place subject to attack by the enemy.
In addition to the transport of men and material,
railways may also be used for effecting tactical movements at the seat of war itself. In the early - part of
the western campaign some remarkable achievements
in this direction were accomplished on the French
railways when it became a question of checking the
threatened advance of the Germans on Paris.
Railways may also form an actual part of the
fighting machine by being employed for the running
er
of armoured trains. These, under favourable conS
ditions, May render valuable service in the way either
of defence or of attack, When the Turks made their
attempt on the Suez Canal in the, winter of 1914-15,
armoured trucks run on the line of railway construct- d along the whole length of the canal on the
Egyptian side were further provided with powerful
sedrchlignts, which revealed the position of the eneniy,
and allowed of the grins being directed upon him
with good effect by night as %yell as by day.
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Ensuring Rapid Food Transport
Thanks to the combination of railways and road
-"we
motor-waggons, the troops of the Allies in the western
theatre of war were the best-fed army on record ; and
this good feeding was of vast importance in helping to
keep them generally fit and well under their especially
trying conditions of trench warfare. With the excellent
means of transport available by land and sea, their
base for food and other supplies extended to the whole
of France, the United Kingdom, Australasia, and other
parts of the British Empire, as well as certain neutral
countries.
pie
ii
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It was the railways that allowed of enormous masses
English Miles
of postal matter, and especially of parcels containing
ZERk.AND
SgW I
woollen comforts, extra food supplies, and other
4Thes Railk,zy,
luxuries, reaching the men in the fighting-lines. It
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was rail, no less than sea, transport that enabled our
,, ‘,„ , ;,_ _ gallant warriors, whenthey could get away on leave, to
pay hurried visits to relatives and friends' at home.
Main arteries of war. This map shows the railway systems of the
Allies and Germany. The two distinct lines on each side of the Rhine
it was the railways, also, that provided ambulance
helped greatly in the rapier mobilisation of the German armies.
trains offering all the cdmforts and advantages of
well-equipped field hospitals on wheels, and permitting (in
from the base of supplies at which, thanks to railways,
campaiens can now be fought ? The greatest undertaking conjunction with road motor-ambulances and steamships) of
in this bdirection was the war that Russia waged against such speedy transport that in some instances the wounded
Japan in 1904-5. From Moscow, for instance, to Port men found themselves in bed in a hospital in England
Arthur was a journey of 5,300 miles, a line of single-track within twenty-four hours of their having been disabled on
railway being Russia's only means of conveyance for the the battlefields of Flanders or Northern France.
transport of troops and all their necessaries to the Far
The war, with all its horrors, is so close upon us, and
East. In the Boer War of 1899-1902 the British troops offers such a succession of fresh details from day to day,
arriving at Cape Town were still 1,040 miles from their that the sense of perspective is more or less lost, and the
ultimate objective, Pretoria, and were dependent for full extent and nature of the work railways are doing is not,
getting there mainly on single-track railways, while the perhaps, always adequately realised. But may not one say
lines of communication were repeatedly broken by the that in the story of the role played by railways in the
greatest war on record the element of romance is no less
enemy.
In the present Great War we find a further element of conspicuous than it is in every other branch of mechanical
romance in the way in which Germany has repeatedly evolution and achievement.
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Young France Contemplates the Captive Boches

German prisoners captured in the Verdun fighting leaving a
temporary farmhouse billet near the fortress, to be conveyed
farther behind the lines. A group of French children have the
experience of their lives in contemplating the unhappy enemies

of their land. Their expressions are curiously reserved,though
no doubt a strong feeling of infantile contempt surges in their
hearts. The prisoner just coming down the steps is of the weedy,
spectacled, student type which do not make effective infantry.
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The Campaign Against the Kaiser's Last Colony:

Troop of King's African Rifles lined up alongside a rail track. The height of these native soldiers is remarkable. A black leader
in the foreground is about to give some instructions to an orderly. In the far distance stone barricades mark the British position.

Bullock-drawn munition column trekking across an open space in British East Africa. Some of the Indian troops who have been
engaged in the East African campaign are seen in the foreground.
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Artillery in Action on the East African Front

British artillery pounding away at the German positions in East Africa. The gunner on the right has just fired the weapon, while
those on the left are crouching behind the ammunition—waggon.

Striking impression of British artillery being hauled across an East African drift by a team of bullocks. The manoeuvre is in
charge of Britons, but one or two natives are assisting with the traces. An excellent idea of the country over which the struggle
for Germany's last colony is being waged may be gathered from this photograph.
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War Scenes and Incidents East of Suez

Picturesque impression of Dar—es—Salaam, chief port of German
East Africa, showing the harbour and church by the beach.

Turkish officer ana acctor Leaving a s.e...rner at but—el—Amara,
followed by their wives, veiled with yashmaks after the custom
cf Mohammedan women.

Conveying wounded soldiers in native boats across the flooded
desert between Shaiba and Basra. A difficulty of the Meso—
potamian campaign has been the lack of transport.
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Following the Drum in Ancient Persia and Syria

Panorama of Ispahan, the most important town in Persia next
to the capital, occupied by the Russians on March 22nd. 1916,

Turkish reserves destined for the Tigris training in Syria. The inset photograph shows the enemy at work on the Berlin—Bagdad
Railway in an obstinate endeavour to realise this dream of rail—power before the day of Nemesis dawns on the German Empire.

The War Illu s trated, 22nd April
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Shambles ! A Warm Corner of the Verdun Sector

A scene of ruin and desolation near Verdun, providing a
striking illustration of the wreckage and wastage caused
where the batterings of the tide of war are fiercest.

Not a building stands intact in the environs of Verdun, so terrific have been the artillery bombardments. The devastation
apparent in this photograph is typical of the utter ruin in the region of this epoch-making conflict. Inset : Bomb-proof billets
built of masonry by the French near Verdun.
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Refugees from Verdun & Fighting Men from Vaux
w-a-tta

Group of refugees, from the Verdun sector, at
Ear-le-Duc, safely out of the danger-zone.

With all their portable belongings these refugees have just arrived at Bar-le-Duc from Verdun. Their confidence in General Petain
may be gauged by the fact that they remained so long within the zone of operations and only left on being pressed to do so solely
by the authorities. Inset; Group of typical Verdun defenderi; on leave from Vaux, a centre of the furious German onslaught,

The War Illustrated, 22nd April, 1916.
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The Rumble of War Through Macedonian Valleys

Enemy impression of a Macedonian outpost at the entrance
to the Adler Pass, near Drenova, with a Bulgarian transport
column on the march in the background. It was through
country similar to this that the terrible Serbian retreat during

November, 1915, was conducted. Principally owing to a lack of
money, the Bulgarians have been brought to a standstill, and it
is hardly likely that the Germans will be able to finance their
fratricidal friends lnto becoming a potent menace in the Balkans.
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Forest of Fire on the Slone of Dead Man's Hill

On the slope of Dead Man's Hill—a fiery furnace set aflame by
German incendiary shells. On March 6th, when the enemy first
attacked on the west bank of the Meuse, they were repulsed on
this sinister—named height, a French artillery position of in—
calculable value. The combat was so furious that the position

became a veritable inferno. In addition to a terrific bombard—
ment, enemy aeroplanes circled overhead and rained bombs on
the French. When the German infantry advanced, doubtless
expecting to find the hill peopled only with the dead, they
were heavily counter—attacked by our irresistible ally.

The -War Illustrated, 22nd April. 1213.
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odern Ironsides as Cavaliers

Not a miniature volcano, but a well—placed shell falling near a British artillery observation—post on the west front, which had just
previously been visited by the Prince of Wales.

Cu ricusieffect of French horse soldiers, carbines slung over their shoulders, going up to the front line near the zone of operations.
As the war goes on the value of the French steel casques as head protectors is proved over and over again.
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ergency Treatment of Wounded at Salonika

With the British in Macedonia. A "casualty" arriving at an advanced dressing-station. The latter consists of dug-outs
constructed in the hillside, where medical aid is available unier rough-and-ready conditions.

A British soldier, wounded by a bomb from an enemy aeroplane, being carried off to the advanced dressing-station on a
stretcher. Naval men are seen in this photograph mingling with members of the sister service.
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THE BILLET IN THE HOUSE OF GOD.—Returning from a spell in the trenches recently a
number of soldiers were unable to find billets in the village, and were promptly ordered to
take up their quarters in a neighbouring church. They soon settled down to their novel

environment. Rations were served out by the cook, wet puttees and boots were removed, and
rifles were piled. Simultaneously a service was proceeding attended by a number of French
women, all too absorbed in their devotions to notice the entrance of the fighting men.

The War ilkotrated, 22nd April, 1916.
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Preparin for the

By Our War Correspondent F. A. McKENZIE
T is an open secret that the Paris Conference set its seal
upon the plans of the allied commanders for a
simultaneous offensive on all fronts. Britain, France,
Belgium, Italy, Serbia, and Russia—perhaps Rumania and
Greece also—will, as soon as weather conditions make it
possible, strike all at the same time at every frontier of the
Central Powers.
The time when this simultaneous blow is made must
depend on two things the weather conditions in Northern
Europe and the counter movements of Germany. It is
reasonable to suppose that Germany will, by a series of
vigorous offensives, attempt to force the hands of the Allies,
and to hasten the fighting- on certain fronts before it is
possible to attack on all sides. In other words, we may
reasonably expect Germany to push a Vigorous offensive
on various parts of the western front, particularly to the
north, on the Ypres salient, and on either side of Verdun.
Equally we may expect that Germany will show considerable activity at sea just now, in order to strike what
blows she can on the water before the warmer weather sets
the Russian Fleet free.

I

Optimism and Due Reserve
If, however, Germany does not show such activity in
offensive, the great allied advance would ,not begin until
at the earliest the, latter part of April.' The thaw set in
in Russia during the third week in March: Four to five
weeks must be allowed at least after the beginning of the
thaw before any military movements of importance can be
carried out. This time may be lengthened.
In ordinary circumstances no military writer discusses in any detail movements of the armies on his own
side which have yet to take place. There are obvious
reasons for this. Surprise is the essence of most attacks.
But in this instance the movement will be so vast, and
necessitate such preparations in 'so many countries, that
complete secrecy is impossiblis It has already been openly
discussed everywhere. Holland, fearful lest in the great
clash her neutrality should be brought into question, has
re-formed her armies and revised her scheme of defence.
Greece is suddenly stricken with nervous apprehension lest
when the great moment comes she should find that she
had delayed until too late to join us. Every soldier from
the front comes back full of optimism and enthusiasm.
The big push of 1915 was much talked about and never
came. It never came bec,ause we and our Allies were
utterly unprepared to make it. To-day we are prepared.
There is good cause for optimism in the situation now
before us, but it is possible to over-do optimism. People
are talking to-day of getting the Germans on the run, and
of keeping them on the run until the Rhine is reached on
our side and Berlin on the eastern side. Sober men are
discussing the possibility of peace in June. Expectations
such as these can, I am convinced, only lead to very great
disappointment.
Obstacles to be Cleared
Vje have had recently one magnificent example of getting
the enemy on the run in the Russian advance in the Caucasus. But this advance was made against Turks, not against
Germans. It would be idle to suppose that the Germans
have not line after line of carefully prepared positions
fronting us on the west. Lille, Brussels, Ghent, may well
each - of them represent a great fight in itself. Metz, which
stands in the way of the French when they launch their
advance, is one of the strongest fortresses in the world.
Positions such as these cannot be rushed in a few days, and
it is foolish to talk as though they could. Doubtless when
the advance comes we will gain large stretches of country,
not by fighting over ever,inch, but by turning the enemy's
positions so that his troops
j
are forced to retreat or to
run the risk of beim,. hemmed in and captured.
But the thing for
b the civil population to remember
to-day is that an advance such as is evidently contemplated
must involve a most terrific struggle.- Too muelf

not be expected at the beginning. There are bound to
be very heavy losses, and the more successful we are the
heavier the losses are likely to be. We will have to pay
a heavy price for victory, but we would have to pay a
heavier price if we stayed still and did nothing.
New Weapons and New Hopes
We start out with certain initial advantages. If a
simultaneous advance is made on all fronts, the: French,
British, and Belgians on the west will be able to bring
at least two to one against the Germans. These armies
will be splendidly equipped. What is almost of equal
importance, there will be ample equipment for the reserves
to back them up. This spring we should receive the first
really considerable consignment of American rifles and
guns. Up till recently the Americans were mainly engaged
in the necessary preliminary work in this new field of
manufacture.
-To-day they are beginning to turn out
weapons in enormous quantities, although tey have even
yet nothing like touched their maximum production.
France will have ample men to throw into her second
and third lines that move forward. Russia during the
past winter has established vast training depots for recruits,
providing a great stream of men ready to fill up casualties
in the ranks. Our own ability to keep our armies up to
felt strength depends on the policy now adopted by this
country. It is my endeavonr in this page to avoid partisan
controversy, and I have no wish to dwell on the fight over
recruiting. All that concerns the soldier is this : We must
have many more men, and the need for these men overshadows everything else. The new recruits must be healthy
and sturdy: Any policy of enlisting physical weaklings,
cripples, and consumptives is wicked folly and waste,
particularly because it helps to Make a false show of strength,
without the actuality behind it. If we are to holdewhat
we take we must have more men and still more men. Any
politician, be his position what it may, who hinders us
from getting these men because of ancient prejudiee, fear
of the mob, or petty jealousy, is doing the deadliest harm
to Great Britain.
Trial Before the Great Triumph
The next thing for us to bear in mind is that it is unwise
to underestimate your enemy. The German Army of
io 16 is not the German Army of 1914. The German
equipment and munition supplies are beginning to show
signs of strain and shortage. The new German uniforms
are surprisingly poor ; the boot problem is a serious onefor the German Army ; and various expedients are being
used to atone for the lack of certain essentials in the munition
supply. It is significant, for example, that the 'Germans
have, in some cases at least, recently been using concrete
shrapnel.
But we have heard too often in the past of the comintC
collapse of Germany to take too much notice of such a
cry. The only safe assumption on which our advance,
can be conducted is that the enemy will be determined,
well placed, well armed, and ready to fight to the last.
One truth has been demonstrated in many a war. When
the turn of the tide comes, things have a way of developing
very rapidly. It may be ;that once the first sets of enemy
lines are broken this will be so here. The possibility of a
Belgium restored to her own people has not been so bright
for eighteen months and more as it is to-day. If we can
succeed in our front in re-forming the line of battle so
that the River Meuse and Luxemburg separate us from
our foes in the autumn, we shall have done something
that should have satisfied any, optimist. Once that is
done, the end is only a matter of time,
To the nation at large the days now before us may well
be a time of prayer and preparation. Much will be required
of us, even more than has been during the dark months
behind. The hour of triumph will come, but it is not
here yet. - This is the hOur to set our teeth, to test our
weapons and to redouble "our endeavours.

T I t 11-
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Minor Incidents Pictured in Many War Centres

Novel aerial railway used by our Italian ally in her Alpine campaign to convey
troops from height to height. Right: The pig was saved by the men of H.M.S.
Glasgow from the German cruiser Dresden and made a pet of by the crew,

The mascot dog of a regiment at the front istening attentively to a recruiting
appeal onithe gramophone Inset : A sixteen—year—old Russian trumpeter who
escaped from captivity in the German lines and joined the French.

British R.A.NI.C. officer gives free treat—
ment to a peasant woman in Macedonia.

Hairdresser operating on on Austrian officer in a Macedonian village. While the
juvenile crowd looks quite interested, the barber is by no means happy in his task,
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Ashes of Arras : Studies in Desolation

Love among the ruins. French officer on leave from the trenches
rejoins his wife at Arras, which has been all but razed to the
ground by German shells. They are seated beneath the shadow
of the once—beautiful belfry.

Two soldiers looking round the ruins of their new quarters in
battered Arras, in the sector recently taken over by the British.

In the wake of the Huns. A striking picture of desolation in a
French village near Verdun.

The gaunt skeleton of the Hotel de Ville in shell avre .t.cd Arras.
now part of the British line
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Factors hat Fashion Neutral Policy
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

THE excitement in Holland would. .be

Great Britain raising the question of
amusing if there were no possibility equal Belgian rights in the navigation of
of a tragic sequel in the back- the Scheldt. Germany scored because
ground. We now understand German Holland, unable to plead British pressure,
diplomacy to be entirely military, and so had to proceed with the fortifications.
Practically, we abandoned the right
have emancipated ourselves from a misconception held tenaciously right up to to succour Belgium, if attacked, by going
the eve of war, as when on July 27th, direct to Antwerp, which lies forty-eight
1914, Sir Edward Grey thought he was miles from Flushing and- one hundred and
aiding the cause of peace by informing thirty-five miles from Dover.
the Austrian Ambassador that our Fleet
The Hun Undercurrent
was at Portland, and not at its war base,
The recent Netherlands scare is a setand we had no intention of calling out our back for German diplomacy, for the Dutch
reserves.
prepared on the land frontier, so far as they
It is, of course, equally true that the
added to their preparations.
Germanic Powers showed as entire a misWe may be sure that we have not heard
conception of British diplomacy when, the last of German diplomacy at The
they ruled Great Britain out of the war.
Hague, for it is least restful when smartNow what has this to do with Holland ? ing under defeat.
Only this—that the military method is
The position we should take up is not
one of continually feeling the position in the feeble one of going to the other
front by feints, attacks, and so on. extreme, as in 1911, but of resolutely
German diplomats act on the same plan, insisting on our just rights.
and. are never content to let sleeping dogs
Let us, for instance, take Denmark as
lief. A favourite device is to attribute another neutral with whom Germany is
to the enemy the very designs on the weak ever trying the ground. We have certainly
neutral which they themselves cherish.
the right in these times of blockade to be
German Anxiety about Holland
represented by Consuls on the same scale
This -device is enormously facilitated if as Germany. We have increased our
a policy of peaceful penetration has gone Consular staff in Norway, and our interests
cm for years during peace, as was the case are well looked after. We have not done
in Antwerp and Rotterdam. In the so in Denmark, with adjoining ports to
present scare I do not think that the Germany, and a double-track railway from
German intentions went so far. There the great port of Aarhuus into Germany.
had been unpleasant indications of Dutch Prior to the outbreak of war we had the
public opinion in connection with sub- same number of three Consuls de carriere
marine outrages, and it was necessary to in Denmark and Norway. With war we
find out whether a weak neutral Govern- have increased the number to nineteen in
Norway, while, Denmark remains at three,
ment was as much governed by fear of
Germany as before the failure of Verdun. which is about to be increased to four as
If the Netherlands could be induced the result of pressure.
In the meantime, let us realise that the
to go through the farce of preparing for
joint failure of the Admiralty and the
an invasion from the sea, this would give
the most positive proof of paramount War Office to grapple with the German
German influence. It was done in 1911 campaign of frightfulness through Zeppelins, mine-layers, and submarines, is
over the fortification of Flushing, without

having the worst possible effect on
neutrals. The old habit of doing the
right thing in the wrong way is manifesting
itself.
The revelations concerning the naval
patrol in the North Sea by Mr. Pemberton
Billing 's reading of a private letter confirm
a state'of affairs with whien I was familiar
when making criticisms in this column.
I deplore the method of reading private
letters in Parliament as much as I re:gret
the lack of vigour which leaves openings for severe criticism I have done my best
to support the Board, because our naval.
strength depends in part on its prestige.
The state of the naval patrol after twenty
months of sear confirms me in the view
I have urged that we must, on the lines;
of our historical past before the long, era .
of peace, substitute an Operations Board
and an Administrative Board for the,
singde Board which is too much immersed
in office work.
Operations Board Needed
The Operations Board would concern
itself with strategy, and include the Firs t Sea Lord, the Chief of the Staff, and thee
Directors of the Air, Intelligence, and
Trade Divisions.
In addition thc,, old
practice should be reverted to of a naval
officer as secretary. Changes for the good
would then come' with magical swiftness,
and the neutrals would have no doubt ,as
to the winning side.
The partial failure of this country to
exercise sea-power in the direct path of
Zeppelins, submarines, and min layers
to the coast of Norfolk; where lie the
guiding lightships, has been--after the
fates of Belgium and Serbia, and of course
our Dardanelles failure—the event which
has most determined the course of neutrals
in this war. I except the escape of the
Goeben, which brought Turkey into the
war, as it is yet to be ascertained if the
Admiralty was to blame.

Hoisting a shell aboard a British warship, to be stored until the dawning of Germany's long—promised "Day:" Having
exhausted Von Tirpitz, the Grand Fleet is now alert for any activity en the part of Rear—Admiral EuUerci Capella'

a
BRITISH BAYONET CHARGE AS SEEN BY THE ENEMY.—This drawing,
reproduced from a German journal, is described as illustrating German troops in
Flanders repelling a British "cold steel" attack with hand—grenades. A suitable, though
doubtless, unintentional tribute is paid by the artist to our infantryman, for it will be

seen that he has depicted them advancing unflinchingly at the double, utterly unaffected
by the exploding hand—grenades. The power of the enemy on the defensive has yet to be
proved. So far the Germans have done most of the attacking, but the day is not far distant
when their staying qualities will be tried to the utmost.
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Decorated forValour: More of Britain's Brave Sons

See.-Lieut. C. D. DANBY, R.E.(T.F.), Pte. W. YOUNG, V.C., 8th E. Lanes
R.F.C., awarded Military Cross for Regt., though terribly injured, conexcellent _flying in bad weather; tinned to rescue a wounded sergeant
under heavy fire.
taking photographs during operations

Sul-Lieut. A. W. St. C. TISDALL, V C.,
R.N.V.R., made several trips between
s.s. River Clyde and the shore under
heavy fire to save wounded men.

Maj. R. P. MILLS, R. Fusiliers and
R.F.C., awarded Military Cross for
co-operating with artillery, and so
helping capture of enemy's position,

Sergt. A. F. SAUNDERS, V.C., 9th
Suffolk Regt., although severely
wounded, took command of machineguns and showed conspicuous bravery.

Pte. H. KENNY, V.C., 1st L. N. Lanes
Regt., saved six wounded men lying
in the open under very heavy Ere,
being wounded in the neck.

Corpl. W. R. COTTER, V.C., 6th E. Kent Regt. (on right). When his right
leg had been blown off at the knee, and he had been wounded in both arms,
he made his way unaided for fifty yards to a crater, commanded the men
holding it for two hours, and remained there fourteen hour's.

Capt. J. E. TENNANT, Scots Guards Sec.-Lieut. F, N. HUDSON, the Buffs Lieut. :E.- -BAKER, Canadian En- Sec.-Lieut. D. WEBB, Leicester
and R.F.C., awarded Military Cross. and R.F.C., awarded -Military Cioss gineers, ;aWarded Military Cross for Regt., awarded Military. Cross for
He bombed an enemy aerodrome from for bravery, and for completing an conspicuous gallantry in action, which remaining on duty for two days;
cost him his sight,
although injured.
aerial reconnaissance while wounded.
only thirty feet,-at great risk, -
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
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XIV —The Cameron Highlanders

I. Q. , or
General
• Headquarters, to give
it its full name,
is a mysterious
place "somewhere in France"
where the Commander - in-Chief
of the British
Army is to be
found. A stranger wandering into that
neighbourhood would soon find himself
challenged by a sentry, and unless he could
explain his business very clearly would be
kept at a safe distance. To guard the
Commander-in-Chief and his surroundings
from intrusion and annoyance, a battalion
is usually told off, and the one chosen to
do this for Lord French when he first
went to France in August, 1914, was the
1st Cameron Highlanders.
Officers as Cave Men
But the 1st Camerons were not long -at
G.H.Q. Disaster had overtaken the Royal
Munster Fusiliers, and, to take their place
in the 1st Brigade, Lord French ordered
the Camerons to the front. They joined
the other three battalions on September
4th, and a few days later they were in
some very fierce fighting on the Aisne.
On Sunday, the 13th, the Camerons
crossed the river near Bourg fairly easily,
and passed the night in some hastily-dug
entrenchments in the hills on the Aisne's
northern side. On the following Monday
they made their way up the valley
towards Vendresse. In the afternoon they
were sent to support an attack made by
the' Loyal North Lancashires on a sugar
factory at Troyon, and there they had a
terrible time. They got quite close to the
main German line of ''defence, and as they
Slipped:about on the wet grass they Were
shot down in scores. More than half the
battalion— seventeen officers and over
live hundred men—were either killed or
wounded.
A rest was then given to the remnant
of this battalion, but towards the end
of the month they took the place of the
Black Watch in some of our trenches. At
this time they were commanded by a
captain, Douglas Miers, and finding a cave
about ten yards square, he decided to
make this his headquarters. With the
captain were four other officers and about
thirty men, the rest being on duty in the
trenches.
A New Use for an Inn
Whether the GermanS knew where the
headquarters of the battalion were or not
we cannot say, but the officers had only
just become cave men when a huge shell
burst right on the top of their dwelling, and
the whole roof falling in, every one was
buried in the ruins. One or two managed
to crawl out, and one or- two more were
rescued -by them, while some Scots Guards,
who were in the same brigade, hurried up
and began to dig away the earth above
the unfortunate men. They could not get
on very fast, for the Germans saw what
they were doing, and turned a heavy
fire upon them. After dark a party of
Engineers came up with proper appliances,

" I hear the pibroch sounding, sounding,
Deep o'er the mountain and glen,
While light springing footsteps are trampling the heath—'
'Tis the march of the Cameron men."
and soon got down to the buried men, but
it was too late ; they were- all dead. All
five officers perished in this disaster, these
including Captain Miers and Captain
Alan Cameron of Lochiel.
The Camerons must now wait for reinforcements before they could do much,
and when these came the battalion, like
the rest of the Army, had been transferred
to Flanders. In the middle of October
the men were holding some trenches near
the high road running between Langemarch; and Bixschoote. There, on the
night of the 22nd, while the Battle of
Ypres was raging, the Germans broke
through, and a sanguinary conflict
followed. Some of the Camerons were
cut off from the rest of the force, and these
rushed into an inn close by, and turned it
into a little fortress. They held it while the and Brigade, led by General Bulfin, retook the Jost trenches and drove oft the
enemy with heavy loss.
A Live Extinguisher
With the Other eleven battalions of the
ist Division, the Camerons resisted the
desperate attacks made by the Germans
on October 3tst, when the British brigades
were swept from their trenches, and on
November 1 rtin when the Prussian Guard
made its furious onslaught. When this
ended, the Camerons had again been reduced to a mere remnant oftheir original
strength, almost annihilated twice in
two months. The brigade to which they
belonged, the rst, had started with 153
officers and about 5,000 men ; after the
Battle of Ypres it numbered eight officers
and less than 500 men.
So far the narrative has confined itself
to the deeds of the 1st Battalion of this
Highland regiment, which in January
took part in the desperate fighting in the
brickfields at Cuirichy, but it is now time
to say something about the and Battalion,
which arrived at the front from India early
in 1915, and winch was fighting at St. Eloi
on February zoth, if not earlier. On
March '5th one of its company sergeantmajors, G. McCallum, was severely
burned when in command of a trench,
because, seeing no other way of putting
out some burning petrol; he rolled on it,
and so extinguished the blaze.
The 2nd Camerons were -part of the new
Fifth Army Corps, and this had little share
in the Battle of Neuve Chapelle. Perhaps
this was just as well, for the men were
fresh and their ranks were full when the
Germans made their second desperate
attack on Ypres in April and May.
When this battle began, the Camerons,
in the 81st Brigade and the 27th Division,
were in some trenches near " Hill 6o;"
the hill that was no hill, and there they
were when a green vapour—the new
poison gas—was blown slowly towards
the British lines.
In the early days of May the battalion's
fiercest fighting was around Hooge, where
the Germans used poison gas to help them.

On the rith, for instance, two companies
were - driven from their trenches, but
Captain R. L. McCall rallied the men, and
in three counter-attacks drove out the
Germans at the point of the bayonet.
On the previous day Sergeant A. G.
Douglas had taken command of a company
which had lost all its officers, and had so
heartened the men that they stuck to their
trench in spite of the enemy's determination to hate it at all costs.
A Cameron and His Axe
But perhaps the most remarkable of
these great deeds of Ypres was that of
Lance-Corporal Gordon, also performed
on the mth. He was one of a party
attached to a machine-gun. Near where
he was the British line was broken, and
soon Gordon was the only one left to work
the gun. Seeing thise sik Germans made
for him, but the corporal, seizing an axe,
killed one, while the others took to their
heels. He then used his axe to disable the
machine-gun, and went off to help in
working another. Eventually the Germans were driven back some way, so
Gordon went out under heavy fire and
brought back the gun lie had damaged.
Another, and not less inspiring, story
could be told about the Territorial battalions of the Camerons, which were at the
front in the spring. The 4th Battalion,
mostly men from the Hebrides, took part
in the attack on Festubert in May, and in
this they advanced farther into the
German lines than any other unit. However, they paid heavily for their superb
heroism, their colonel, Lieut.-Colonel A.
FraSer, being among the many killed. In.
b
one place they
came up against a broad
stream, but many of them swam it and
made their way into a German trench.
But they were alone, as reinforcementS
could not reach them, and in the darkness
they were ordered to retire.
Queen Victoria's Own Regiment
This famous regiment, the Queen's
Own Cameron Highlanders, owes its
origin to Alan Cameron, who; about 1790,
raised loo young men in his native county
of Inverness, and, as their colonel, soon
led them- to the wars. Called the 79t11
Cameron Highlanders, they fought against
Napoleon in Holland and in Egypt,
helped to capture Copenhagen in 1807,
and to beat the French at Corinna,
Talavera, and Busaco. At Fuentesollaior
they had afierce battle in the streets -with
the pick of the French troops ; the death
of their colonel, Alan Cameron's son, in
this encounter roused them to frenzy,
and after it had occurred they swept the
enemy in hasty flight before them.
In. Egypt, in our own day, the Camerons
have served with great distinction. At
Tel-el-Kebir they led the charge on the
Egyptian position. At the- Battle of the
Atbara they were selected by Kitchener
to storm the Arab zareba, which they did
wi,th conspicuous success, and they took
part in the fight at Omdurman.
The record of the Camerons is one not
easily beaten. From the very first they
have shown that " fierce native 'daring "
which Byron credited them with in " Childe
Harold," and they have never shown it
more than during the Great War.
- A. W. Holland

29th April, 1916.
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GHOSTS OF GALLIPOLI
First Anniversary Reflections on the EverMemorable British Landing at Seddul Bahr

I

N the middle of April, 1915, a number of great transports

weighed anchor and slipped noiselessly down to sea,
bound for a destination unknown but to a few privileged persons. Light-hearted, strong-limbed Britons from
every corner of Albion, the flush of spring on their cheeks,
the April sunlight in their eyes, lined the decks of these
grey leviathans, happy that the moment of departure
had come, imbued with the lust for adventure, but serious
withal at the responsibility of patriotism, and the natural
anxiety of men going forth into the _mysterious unknown,
All sorts and conditions of Britons—the man about
town, of polished demeanour, with more than a trace of
meticulous care about the Army contractor's conception
of a smart uniform ; the rough, ruddy Wiltshire yokel ;
the man from the Lancashire mills ; the London office
clerk ; the man 'of heavy-handed toil; the man of genius.
Every antithesis in human type, yet all united by a
bond of sympathy and purpose, the irrepressible fellowship
of youth on holiday bent.*
"A Merry Heart Goes All the Day
Down the Channel with the " mosquitoes," out into the
broad Atlantic, across the bay of -ill-omen, and so on to
Gibraltar, the first touch of red on the map past the
wonderful, historic " Gib," the forbidding rock
Lizard wonderful,
that frowns lion-like at the entrance to the middle sea.
Thence to Alexandria.
What a jaunt, alike for the townsman and rustic, particu
larly for the latter, whose knowledge of the world was
confined to the hedgerow-s and meadows round about
Wootton Bassett, who had never penetrated beyond the
football field of Swindon
April was on the wane, one of the sunniest and most
sinister in memory. The transports loomed up at tha
heel of Gallipoli, the fabulous Hellespont, the scene
whence sprang the legend of Leander's daring, and on the
morning of the 25th the first Mediterranean Expeditionary
Force experienced the meaning of war in its most furious
form.
Out of the ships' holds, under cover of naval gun fire,
the men swarmed, fired with the spirit of Achilles, the
spirit _that prefers a glorious, short career to undistinguished dotage.
Where Achilles Found Fame
And, in truth, the whole episode as tinged with classical
romance, spontaneously reviving one's impression of the
Iliad. The imagination has already discovered analogy
between the viocidcff Horse of Troy and the famous transport River Clyde, 'which disgorged the fighting men from
huge rents in its side. The very theatre of hostilities
itself was that of the ancient Greeks, for was- not Troy
situated in the Troad. but two miles from the Hellespont ?
Sir Ian Hamilton, in the most moving despatches ever
penned by a soldier in the service of his King, has left us
the best record of those divine moments of the assault on
the cliffs, when twentieth-century mortals forgot their
fears and fought like gods for an ideal. Their story is
now history, already sunk a year into Time's vasty sepulchre.
The seemingly impossible was achieved. British regiments
were firmly entrenched by nightfall in a corner of Asia Minor,
but not before many of the bravest souls had "gone west"
with the dying sun.
And on the morrow ensued the terrible humdrum struggle
in a terrible environment, whose• record of hardship but
threw into greater relief the chronicle of heroism. Early
progress augured well for the more than once- publicly
Promised victory that would bring Constantinople to the
Hies, and thus open the " impregnable " Dardanelles.
The battle for Krithia, the fearful forlorn effort against
kchi Baba—yet but a few months, how long ago this all
seems now !
On April 28th the Anzacs, those wonderful men from the
Antipodes, with the blood of Britain running hot in their

veins, arrived from Egypt at Sari Bair, and our noble ally
front Gaul.
By night and day the battles raged through warm spring;
torrid summer, and Arctic winter, each entailing its own
individual chapter of devotion and faith, each leaving a
quota of fine men pale to death, stretched stiff on the
barren, rock-sown soil, to fade away to dust under malty
Oriental suns and moons.
What Trojan toil, n-hat superhuman sacrifice in vain;
one ponders ! But how in vain when it taught the world
how Briton and Anzac could die for the glory of
the Homeland and the honour of kith and kin ?
The Laurel Wreath of the Norfolks
Is there a more uplifting example of virtue than that of
the lost Norfolks, those great hearts from the King's
county, who marched into the wood never to return ? One
is reminded of the Lost Legion of Varus, which was trapped
and annihilated in the Teutoburger Forest by the ancestors
of the modern Huns nineteen hundred years ago.
The Norfolks are dead. But they live and glovkin
the memory of Britannia-that memory which will only
pale when the glory of Britain has faded from the world !
The history of Silvia is the tragedy of a failure that was
all but success. And so the luckless expedition dragged
on till men fell in thousands front wounds and disease, and
Headquarters favoured the withdra,,val, which was carried
out with a brilliance atoning in some measure for previous
political blunders.
After even so short a lapse of time, it is wonderfully
interesting to look at the map of Gallipoli.
All the way from Seddul Bahr to Suvla Bay English
V," orris mingle with the soft-soundine syllables of Arabic.
New towns are there which rose with the mushroom-like
rapidity of a South Coast watering-place, Localities
w ere christened after topographical peculiarities,, such as
Lone Pine Plateau, Hell Spit, Rhododendron Spur Fusilier
Bluff, Battleship Hill, this temporary nomenclature jangling
curiously with the Tepes, Babas, and Deres of an older
tongue.
The Moral of a Glorious Failure
A year ago to-day these momentous names were in
embryo. Now, even though they do not appear in the
Turkish plans of the Peninsula, they will remain in the
annals of history long after the last Osmanli Sultan has gone
his way to oblivion.
It is true, as Rupert Brooke, the young poet who never
came back, wrote in his beautiful sonnet
. there's some corner of a foreign field
.
That is for ever England.
And that corner is the coast-line from Sedclul Bahr to Strvla
13ay, the scene of an effort, none the less glorious forts
failure, shedding lustre on the brave souls who will ever
haunt its tortuous ways; and if mothers, wives, and swejethearts have wept for tbose 'departed heroes, they, toci,
must have been thrilled with joy and, pride that their
men-folk lived and died true to the traditions of a great
nation.
Let the Germans see in Gallipoli the determination of
Britain. 'Let it be a lesson to the Junkers, and those in
the Fatherland who can think independently of Wolff's
Bureau, of the Empire's stoic courage—the courage that
cannot flag, in spite of reverses; the courage that is spontaneous, never requiring the threat of the, taskmaster, the
iron discipline of medieval tyranny. Britain's western
front is growing mightier every day, and a victory must
Mevitably be born in France and Flanders, a victory that
will dwarf to very insignificance that Teuton-Turkish
affair of success at the Dardanelles during the spring,
summer, and winter of igi
A. B.

Wayside Calm and Conflict Towards Kut

,A,/•>.7.1c
Prayers before battle. Members of the Kut relief force attend an open-air service
conducted by an Army chaplain amid the luxurious vegetation of the Tigris Valley,
The trenches can be seen in the foreground,

Turkish prisoners captured during the relief operations, behind the barbed-wire.
guarded by a British sentry.

Linking advance column with base. Engineers
erecting telegraph wires en route to Kut.
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Highways and Byways to the Fighting Front

British soldiers pumping up water for the horses
at a cavalry depot in Flanders during the recent
wintry weather.

Overcoming the mud atthe front. The" wooded way "to thetrencheewhich enabled our men to escape the sodden fields and yielding
mud. Inset i British troops loading telegraph poles at a wayside station on to motor—lorries for transference to the battle area.
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Fighting Enemy Aircraft in France

Is it friend or foe? Brit sh officers examining a distant aeroplane
white the gun crews rush to their posts. Remarkable action photo—
grarh from the seat of war.

Inset Men hurrying to their anti—aircraft guns after the aeroplane has been detected as hostile. Above : One of the anti—aircraft
quick—firers in action from a motor—trolly. These three official photographs, taken during the approach of a German aeroplane
over the British lines in France, depict scenes that are taking place every day along our front.
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German Shrapnel Storm in the Valley of the Meuse

Desolate appearance of the neighbourhood of the Crown
Prince's offensive. Shrapnel is seen bursting in the centre
of the photograph.

Gorman shrapnel bursting in the environs of Verdun. The photograph was taken at the very considerable risk of the operator,
who was, in fact, severely wounded. inset: Corner of reconguered Alsace. Impression of part of a former German possession,
now French again.
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Shell Havoc on Lonely Outpost Near Verdun

Actual snapshot of a German shell exploding and destroying a
small French outpost. In the great Battle of Verdun a number
of skilful tactical retreats were conducted by the French to
strongly—prepared positions in the rear. During the retirement
from the famous Bois de la Vauche, when the German extreme

left wing advanced against Douaumont Fort, the little village of
Ornes, north—east of Verdun, was evacuated. Near it was an
advanced position in the actual line of fire. This was shelled by
the enemy, and the above photograph was taken just before the
retreat. It gives an idea of the havoc caused by high—explosives.

1916.
The W ar Illust r at al, 29 th Apra ,
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WELCOME REFRESHMENT FOR HEROES OF VERDLIN.—In startling •contraireto - • bombarded trencheslor a short period of rest behind thelines. Despite their awful experi—
for their
the din of battle, this pleasing pictushows .rnen,9f France enjoying welcome warm coff ee. ;,; ences, they have' the look of men who know how to conquer and, if , need be, to die to
break
beloved land.. Confrqnted,lav heroes like these,,lidl -003oirrifia Gorman shocks failed
They arathe men who for many w
/thetoobtt the brunt of the German attacks,'around
he
French
line
of
steel.
Verdun. With ragged, and mud7stained uniforms they have lust been released from the
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Preparations for the Day on he Balkan Front

British guard on sentry duty at the Greek fort of TuzId,
somewhere on the iEgean coast. Inset: General Mahon and
officers of his Staff at Salonika.

General Arbuthnot watching a duel between an anti—aircraft
gun and an enemy aeroplane near Salonika.

Large naval gun being transported from the quayside at Salonika on to a powerful lorry, thence to be despatched to the
Macedonian front. A Greek soldier in national uniform is seen on the extreme right,
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Austrian Activities in Montenea and Albania

Albanian Red Cross convoy on the march. Inset: Austrian
eng'neers building a wooden roadway over an old Turkish
bridge across the Drin.

Austrian transport column forging along the Montenegrin countryside. Franz Josef's soldiers are busy organising the defence
of Montenegro and Albania in the event of an allied offensive in the Ba I kans.
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First Scenes from Erzerum
militated against the possibility of further Turkish reinAS itforcements
keinc, sent to the Bagdad front, the fall of Erzerum
proved to be an event of more outstanding importance to the allied
cause than was at first supposed. It also seems that the brilliant
achievement of the Grand Duke's Caucasian forces will have the
effect of awakening Germany to the futility of her dream of victory
in the East, and thus free British troops now stationed in Egypt.

Types of the Turkish inhabitants of Erzerum, photographed after the entry of the victorious Russian troops into the
captured fortress capital. Right: An optimistic Turkish cobbler, carrying on business as usual" outside his shop.

One of the Grand Duke's valorous soldiers enjoying himse f in Erzerum on a donkey, after taking part in one of the
greatest feats of arms in the war. Centre.: Turkish prisoners captured at Erzerum. Right: Typical beggar of Erzerum.

Picturesque tatterdemalions of the Armenian capital standing outside a watchmaker's shop. Right : Turkish carpenter
at work in an Erzerum Street. A further selection of these striking photographs is published in succeeding pages,
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Exclusive Photographs of Erzerum, the Captured ' Metz of Asia Minor '
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Turkish woodmen sawing logs outside Erzerum. Centre: Enemy flags and banners numbered among the vast amount 0,

View of one of Erzerum's unpaved streets. The motor—car in the distance seems out of place beside the old—world Asian houses witir
their Oriental fagades. Centre: Corner of the bazaar at Erzerum. Right: Russian oxen—drawn convoy on the snow—covered fields..

Russians, resting at a crude shelter on the ice—bound plain adjacent to Erzerum. Centre:
Ccucasian soldier standing in a hole made by a bomb dropped from an aeroplane.

...'
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trophies and spoils which fell into the victors' hands. Right: Turkish hut, built mainly of logs, on the outskirts of Erzerum.

nd the town, the victorious
near the capital, the scene of some of the fiercest fighting in the war. After the capture of the fort
forces of the Grand Duke hotly pursued the Ottoman Third Army, which retreated in three directions—north, south, and west of Erzerum.

Right: One of the entrances to Erzerum, the bleak, mysterious and snowbound fortress
city of the Caucasus The post is that of an electric lamp.
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he Captured Metz of Asia Minor '

trophies and spoils which fell into the victors' hands. Right: Turkish hut, built mainly of logs, on the outskirts of Erzerum.

near the capital, the scene of some of the fiercest fighting in the war. After the capture of the fortresses and the town, the victorious
forces of the Grand Duke hotly pursued the Ottoman Third Army, which retreated in three directions—north, south, and west of Erzerum.

cwt

flight: One of the entrances to Erzerum, the bleak, mysterious and snowbound fortress
of the Caucasus The post is that of an electric lamp.
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Russian transport column passing through a street in Erzerum, where the booty captured by the Russians was enormous. Thl
Siberian troops, by their cyclonic rush under appalling climatic conditions, gave the Turks no opportunity of saving their guns.

Turkish prisoners under guard at Erzerum. In addition to the Turks' terrible losses in
killed and wounded, a great number were captured when the" Metz of Asia Minor " fell.

•

Further types of the many Turkish defenders of Erzerum who fell into the hands of the Russians during the Grand Duke's
hammer—stroke. (These photographs, and those on the preceding pages, are exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")
r-Ar
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I alian Bersaglieri and Alpini

1916.

Action

With King Victor Emmanuel's troops. The picturesque crack
regiment of Bersaglieri is seen holding a trench with machinegun and rifle in the Alpine battleground.

Spoils to the victors. Italian soldiers gathering up trophies of
victory after a successful attack on an Austrian trench. The booty
includes a machine-gun, rifles, and ammunition-boxes.

Daring Italian barbed-wire cutters, discovered by Austrian starshell at night, defending themselves behind portable steel
screens.

Italian soldiers placing in position on the top of a parapet a
network of barbed-wire known as "the spider," for protection
against an enemy assault.

91
1,1

71
ddvsz `pand

AN UNLUCKY STAR IN THE FIRMAMENT OF "NO MAN'S LAND."--The Germans,
like our own soldiers, take every precaution not to be surprised at night, and star—shells are
flung across between the trenches at regular intervals, throwing the whole area into bright
relief. Various kinds of illuminating projectiles are used, such as rockets carrying parachute

light—bail shells, whioh blaze furiously for about a minute, and light—ball cartridges which
are shot from a special pistol. In such circumstances the work of night listening—patrols
is rendered doubly hazardous, and their only chance, frequently a feeble one, is to fling
themselves down as shown in the above illustration.
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How the " Big Push " is Prepared
By Our War correspondent F. A. McKENZIE
HAT does an advance in force mean ? How does
an army prepare to-day for a big offensive ?
When war was simpler, commanders decided on
a fonward move one day and attempted it the next. Each
army carried sufficient munitions with it for some days of
fighting. The soldiers who could not obtain food starved.
The military forces were mobile and easily transported
units. Year by year as fighting has become more complicated, and as armies have enlarged, the work of preliminary
preparation has grown greater and greater. To-day, any
general advance requires not days, nor weeks, but months
of heavy work before the signal to go forward is passed
around the ranks.
First the points where the real attempts to break through
the enemy lines are to be made must be decided. This
decision can only be arrived at after most careful and
thorough investigations. The Secret Service men on either
side, the scouts and spies, redouble their efforts to obtain
exact knowledge of what the 'enemy is doing immediately
behind his front. Where are the artillery positions ?
Along what roads will reserves be brought up ? What
supplies' of Munitions are available ? What is the spirit
and temper of the men at different points ? Have the
enemy commanders at these points any particular qualities,
good or bad, that need to be borne in mind ?

W

Alacrity and Deception
It is impossible to do more, to-day than to hint at the
ingenuity, the resource, and the courage of the secret agents
and scouts engaged on either side in this work. Much
preliminary information is obtained by aerial scouting and
aerial photography, but the real intimate details are acquired
by Secret Service men whose boldness, simplicity, and daring
would make, could they be known, the wildest imaginings
of Mr. Le Queux or Mr. Phillips Oppenheim appear tame.
The preliminary decision of the main points of attack
having been arrived at-a decision always open to revision
later on-the work of artillery concentration begins. Great
guns are brought up as secretly as possible. They are so
swathed that villagers behind the lines or airmen overhead
cannot tell what they area The work of making gun
positions is done at night time, and the guns are put in
their positions under cover of darkness. Once they are
in position, everything is avoided that could attract attention to them until the great day comes.
Here brain is pitted against brain. The most successful
example up to date of the secret accumulation of guns
against one point was at Verdun. The Germans, who are
said to have worked .for four months in preparation before
assuming the offensive, succeeded in massinv at least twice
as many heavy guns against the French
b front as the
French anticipated. The latter knew that something was
being done, and they allowed for a great increase in German
artillery strength. But the Germans concealed many more
than was suspected, with the result that in the first few
days of battle they were able to sweep the French back
three, and four miles from their original front.
Austrian Tactics Revealed
Another example of preliminary work is found in the
Austrian attack upon Belgrade. Distinguished artillery
commanders were sent to Semlin, even before the fall of
Warsaw last year, and for ten weeks they carried out an
elaborate process of deceiving the Serbians while accumulating and arranging their own supplies. Monster Skoda
42 cm. howitzers and Gelman 42 cm. mortars were brought
up one after another, and put in place in such a way that
the Serbians could hardly suspect their presence. Troops
were marched in open daylight to occupy positions from
which the Serbians might be threatened, and were secretly
withdrawn at night.
Fine-looking batteries were planted at points where the
Serbian scouts could with some difficulty discover them.
It was intended that the Serbians should discover them,
for these fine-looking batteries were composed of nothing
more than dummy wooden guns. The whole Serbian

front was minutely analysed. Every range was taken,
but taken in such a way that the Serbians would not
suspect it. The timing and elevation for each gun at every
point when a screen of protective fire would be necessary
was worked out mathematically. The whole artillery
action on which the issues of the battle would depend was
elaborated in a series of formul. All the guns were, of
course, joined up to the fire-control centre by telephone.
The system of firing was alphabetically arranged in printed
lists, so that every officer when he received certain code
letters and figures knew at once all that was required down
to the most minute adjustment of time-fuses.
When the Thunder Roars
The result of all this was that when the Austrians npened
out their real offensive, the artillery work was simply a
matter of routine. The shells were launched just where
they were required and in' the quantities needed:h. The
Austrians did not desire to injure. Belgrade railWaytstation.
No shell fell on it. The Serbian military positions were
simply wiped out.
Along the western front to-day the same artillery
preparations must take place to break through any point
as would be necessary in an attack on an old-tinie
fortress. The attacking party must be prepared to launch
at least 40,000 shells a day on a comparatively small
front, and to keep that up day after day. It must be able to
put a ring of fire behind the enemy's lines, so that no eeserves
can reach them. Heavy guns must know the range of
each cross-road where the enemy's supplies are brought
up, and must keep each cross-road steadily bombarded.
In addition to this, aeroplane fleets will .bonbard: the
railways, the munition depots, and the food stores being
used for the enemy at this point.
When all is ready the great artillery duel opens. How
long it lasts depends upon circumstances. Artillerymen
reckon as a matter of course nowadays' that the front trench
of the enemy can practically be flattened out and its wire
entanglements broken down. - Probably;.,. just'. before the
infantry advance, mines will be exploded along the enemy
front, mines that have taken weeks to dig and that may, be
running as much as one hundred feet below the surface
of the earth.
The Clash of Artillery
The usual time for a great advance to be lannehed
is just before dawn. But here, again„ COMmanders,
recognising the advantage of surprise, sometimes' begin
their attacks at all hours of the day. The advancing
troops are preceded by a curtain of fire from bursting
shells. For this the most exact timing is. necessary.
The artillery and the infantry, have to work
the infantry advance too fast they come under the fire
of their own guns. If the artillery fire ceases too soon,
the enemy get the chance to sweep down the advancing
ranks with machine-gun fire.
The capture of the first trench is nothing. It falls almost
automatically as the result, of the great preparations,
unless the enemy have met them by equal counter
preparations. The bombers and the storming parties
hardly expect to find more in the first lines than the dazed
and stunned remnants of the front-line _battalions. The
second trench is more difficult. The third lines of trenches
often present the crux of the problem. Now, when the
attacked party discover the real intentions of their enemy
they, in turn, concentrate their fire on the vital spot.
In the fighting that is ahead of us now the real issues
that will decide the success from failure of any advance
will be the adequacy of the artillery preparations and
particularly the artillery preparations for dealing with the
country immediately behind the trenches attacked, and
preventing the enemy from bringing up reinforcements and
iresh supplies. On this point I can only say that I for one
have personally witnessed such, magnificent artillery work
along our own lines that I am prepared to believe our
gunners capable of everything.
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Allied and Enemy Prisoners in Two Continents

A group of German prisoners taken by the French
curing one of the attacks in the Verdun Battle.

brutish soldiers as prisoners of war at Angora, in Asiatic Turkey. Despite their captivity they appear remarkably cheerful, in striking
ccntrast to the Huns above. Inset: British, French, and Belgian prisoners in Germany with their guards. This photograph was
sent from there by a British soldier to his wife.
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Live Stock to Feed Soldiers and Refugees

Women at work on the land. War-time scene In a part of rural England where all the male farm hands have joined the Colours.

In the incessant fighting for Verdun many
Serbian refugees driving a sow and her litter before them. Most of the Serbian
wild boars have been driven into the oppos- civilians who retreated with the Army into Albania embarked at Durazzo, and
ing lines, and afforded excellent hunting.
went into temporary exile.

German soldiers driving a herd of swine before them to be converted into "delicatessen._
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The Moral of the onro Despatch
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
O those who think that there is
going to be an inquiry after this
war which will fix responsibility
and, by public opinion or some such
means, punish the guilty and so arrange
matters that " it will never happen
again," I commend the comparative calm
with which General Sir Charles Monro's
despatch has been received.
The despatch abounds in interesting
details, and is a masterly exposition of
the steps taken and the reasons for
acting as we did in the withdrawal.
Among the details is -one telling us that
in the last stage of our evacuation H.M.S.
Prince George, with 2,000 troops on board,
was fireal at and hit by a submarine, and
the torpedo failed to explode. We hear
of this naval event for the first time
through the War Office publication of a
general's report. It was much the same
with the serious damage done to a battlecruiser at the original bombardment in
the Dardanelles on March t8th, 1915.
We knew that she had narrowly escaped
destruction, and had been much crippled

T

which break is now happily at an end
with Mr. Balfour's promise to me to
revive the original system ? it was that
a court-martial follows in the wake of
every lost vessel to award praise or blame.
There is no talk of " after the war." It
is regarded as essential that the facts
should be elucidated, the lessons learned,
as soon as possible. It includes justice
to those who have done well, in addition
to those who have done badly.
Away With Excuses
It is impossible to cover up a failure,
as is so often done where political considerations are involVed, without inflicting grave injustice on those who,
under the most adverse conditions, have
done exceedingly well. The objections
are that the time of a great many people
will be taken tip with inquiries whila
their brains- ought to be &Voted to
winning the . war,
This objection meets one at eve-ry turn.
Ministers must not be bothered in-Parliament because they are, taken away from

The lurking pirate. Type of U boat semi-submerged on the look-out for a target,
preferably a passenger cross-Channel steamer.

by a mine explosion, through an efficial
statement made in an honours list a few
months later.
Was the reason this—that, had the
facts as to the hazarding of one of our
newest battleships and a battle-cruiser in
the Dardanelles mine-field for the nonnaval object of bombarding been revealed
at the time, they would have created a
storm of indignation ? If so, it would
seem that secrecy is at times as much a
protection to authors of mistakes as to
the country itself.
Back to the Court-Martial
Mr. Winston Churchill, indeed, went so
far as to say at Dundee that the newspapers ought- not to be allowed to criticise
the responsible leaders of the nation. It
is necessary to remember sometimes that
Disraeli even said that it would be well to
establish the encouragenaent, which was
given to the Navy by the shooting of
Admiral Byng, among politicians by a
similar process.
Now, what is—or was—the immemorial
naval system, with the exception of a
temporary break from 1907 to 1915,

their duties at their war posts. A great
many M.P.s wish to carry out the French
system—which, by the way, is also the
American system---of Parliamentary Committees such as the Foreign Relations
Committee, the Navy Committee, etc.,
which can call for such evidence and
reports as they like. The same objection
will be put forward that the time of those
giving evidence, or preparing it, will be
taken away from their official duties.
The argument is extremely plausible,
but it is carried too far when it is used to
burke
inquiry. We all know what
Napoleon said about the necessity of
generals getting all the chances of victory
on their side before fighting, and the
knowledge, that inquiry will surely follow
failure, causes men to take such careful
forethought as in itself to -do something
to ensure success.
The idea that a Parliamentary debate
is a substitute is ostensibly paraded by
Ministers. What is a Parliamentary
debate ? The effectual time is, say, about
five hours, so far as the Press and members
are concerned. The Minister brings to
light for the first time a number of

arresting facts, the meaning of which
it -is impossible to grasp without the aidof research and maps, especially when
the case is presented by a clever lawyer.
Take Gallipoli itself.
Everyone remembers the eloquencewith which Mr. Asquith spoke of it, in
spite of the failure to advance, as having
tied up a huge army of Turks who would
otherwise have overwhelmed the Russians in the Caucasus, brought disaster to our
Mesopotamia expedition, and invaded
Egypt. It- hardly needed mare than a
schoolboy's knowledge of history and
geography and a modicum of mental
imagery to, see how utterly such a picture
travestied the situation. Yet it drew the
plaudits of the House and was uncontradicted in debate.
The House now gets an entirely different
picture from the general specially sent
out. The Monro despatch (dated March
6th and published April r rth) says, among
other things equally vivid in the contrast
they afford to official statements :
r. " Our entrenchments were dominated
almost throughout by the Turks."
2. " The force, in short, held a line
possessing every possible military defect."
3. " They were much- -enervated from
the diseases which arc endemic in that
part of Europe in -the summer."
4: " In consequence of the losses which
they had suffered in earlier battles, there
was a very grave dearth of officers competent to take command of men."
And most important of all, givina an
unqualified contradiction to the Prime
h
Minister's statement of the advantages
secured, we read :
5. " It was obvious that the Turks
could hold us in front with a small force
and prosecute their designs on Bagdad
or Egypt, or both."
6. " Since, we could not hope to achieve
any purpose by remaining on the Peninsula, the appalling cost to the nation
involved in consequence of embarking
on an overseas expedition with no base
available for the rapid transit of stores,
supplies, and personnel, made it urgent
that we should divert the troops locked
up on the Peninsula to a more useful
theatre."
Final Judgment
Ilere we have the final judgment of the
general sent out by the Government
itself to consider and report on the outcome of a talc of disaster, beside which
' unhappy Walcheren will be a minor
blunder. Side by side with the blunders
traceable to politicians, and their way
of getting expert " advice," we can read
a story of unrequited heroism and skill
on the part of both services, as well as
the mercantile marine, such as constitutes
an epic unparalleled in the world's history.
The more one reads this side of it the
more determined one is that it shall net
be dragged down by the final failure,
that we shall do nothing to cause the .
world to mock and say, as Napoleon did, that we are " a nation of lions led by
asses," and yet afraid to face that fact.
We know we can produce as great statesmen for the control of a world war as
any other nation, and we did so with
Chatham ; but we shall never do so while
politicians are the only people who
escape the full consequence of their
blunders.
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The Allied Naval Effort from Sea to Sea

The power of the crane. Hauling an electric pinnace aboard a
French battleship at Toulon.

French warship taking in supplies of shells at a well-known
Mediterranean port.

Off to the assistance of a ship in distress. Lifeboat, supported by
a tug, on duty in the North Sea. Inset: Naval boarding-party
about to examine a suspicious craft for contraband.

Boarding-party about to leave a battleship on the high seas to inspect the papers of a neutral steamer and generally to sa i
themselves that no contraband is leaking through.

WITHIN AN AUSTRIAN FORT ON THE ADRIATIC.—Though little is heard of the
Itslo—Austrian conflict on the Adriatic, preparations, attacks, and counter—attacks go on
incessantly. Positions wrenched by Franz Josef's soldiers from the sturdy Montenegrins
arebeing,cOnsolidated; huge Skoda guns reclace the smaller weapons cf other days.

This striking drawing, reproduced from an enemy papi3r, shows the interior of a strong
fort occupied by the Austrians on the Adriatic. A bombardment was in progress and
officers were sighting the range from elevated positions, while the gun crews wore getting
their weapons ready to tire, and other °Metre ware studying plans.
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Decorated forValour: More of Britain's Brave Sons

Maj. & Brevet Lt.-Col. G. E.TYRRELL,
D.S.0., LA., on whom the King of
the Belgians conferred the decoration
" (Mier de l'Ordre de Leopold."

Air-Mechanic T. H. DONALD, R.F.C., Lieut. E. A. McNAIR, VA, Royal
awarded D.C.M. for his great skill Sussex Regt. Though much shaken
as a gunner when on patrol in an by _ a mine explosion, he at once
aeroplane with Lieut. fusel
organised a party to hold the crater.

Sec.-Lieut. G. S. TETLEY, East
Surrey Regt., awarded Military Cross
for rescuing wounded and reorganising defences under heavy fire.

.- ..- - •
.,,
,
.
.
Sergi. J. L MAGUIRE, Highland. Sergi, II. UNDERWOOD, Eas Sec.-Lieut. J. HUDSON, Connaught Sec.-Lieut. C. SANDERSON,` D.S.O.,
Light Infantry,. awarded D.C.M. for Yorks Regt., awarded the D.C.M. fo . Rangers, awarded clasp to :- DAM. ' Gerdons,lied grenadiers, forced enemy
leading le bombingparty which held carrying orders under heavy fire and won in South Africa, mentioned in gime to retire, and by throwing bombs
a precarious
position
rescuing wounded,
•
• despatches, and promoted.
put two Geruian posts out of action.
. -..
_ for four hours.
;

Sergt. H. wormy, Field Ambulance, awarded D.0.1Vf.„ and mentioned in-despatches for conspicuous
gallantry and ability under fire.

Corpl. J. ELLINGHAM, Rifle Brigade,
awarded the D.C.M. for his 'cool
courage when holding a trench with
three others.

•—

L.-Corpl. F. J. BARRETT, Royal Cpl. W. 0: MITER, R.A.M.C., awarded
West Surrey.:Regt.,- awarded" the.- the D.C.P& for conspicuous gallantry.
D.C.M. for his bravery in rescuing He crossed over two hundred yards,
wounded under heavy fire.
under fire to help two wounded moll'
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THE HOUR OF FATE ON THE TIGRIS.---Map of Lower Mesopotamia, showing
the position of Kut—el—Amara, in the small shaded oblong, a detailed enlargement appearing
in the top right—hand corner. The dotted line running from Lake Suwaicha, through Es

Sinn, to Atab and the line farther east, also running across the river, are the Turkish
positions by which General Gorringe's relief force, represented in the solid lines, was held
up. General Townshend's force reached Kut from Ctesiphon on December 3rd, 1915.
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